Blanket Chest by Peter Doney 6th Form
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Sibford 1983
New horizons

is a nascent awareness that what the nation wants in its

youngsters is the confident ability to take control of them

The personality of Sibford School has never been easy

to define. For most of its first hundred years - and it is now

selves and their environment, then Sibford, with its excell

'original', first of all with a strong bias towards agriculture,

to make a significannt contribution to educational

ent craft and its rural setting, could be in a good position

nearly halfway through the second - it was truly an

then towards that distinction in handicrafts which made it

advance".

ing aloof from the examination system for so long, it never

writes on the following page - will not be easy. Sibford can

to more academic Quaker schools like Leighton Park and

boarders by winning the confidence of parents in what it

so widely known in the world of education. While remain

The new way ahead - about which the Headmaster

theless provided more than its due quota of sixth formers

only win a bigger share of a declining national intake of

Bootham.Even after its final yielding to the demands of
secondary education, with the opening of The Hill in

has to offer in a world ever more technical, impersonal and
unpredictable - but not unhopeful - in which self-confid-·

cation, said: "Such schools as Sibford have . . .. influenced

seem to be the qualities that world demands. Great versatil
ity and sensitivity will be required from our dedicated staff

ence and adaptability, not easily reflected in examinations,

1930, the traditions of its pioneering past remained, and in
1931 Everyman's Encyclopaedia, in its article on Edu
both elementary and advanced education".
In

1983,

more than

- teaching and non-teaching alike (for the school is a
campus community), supported by the whole Sibford

50 years later, Sibford School was

community of friends parents and old scholars far beyond

clearly on the verge of another reorientation in its life,

the campus. In this shared concern we hope the Sibford

away from the failures of the traditional secondary system,

magazine - also, we feel, an original - will learn to play a

constrained within the straight jackets of GCE and CSE,

useful, if modest, part.

towards a more realistic approach based on the student as

a human being, capable of achievement in a chosen field,

In the preparation of this issue, many thanks are due to

Ann Muir, Russell Steed, Mike Spring, Alan Fitzgerald

or fields, of endeavour. In the words of the School Comm

ittee's report to last October's General Meeting: "If there

Clark and Stuart Hedley.
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School report
full proflle of their qualities and skills. They will have

For the great majority of school leavers the old academic
gateways into life after school have been tested and found
wanting. In a world of labour-saving technology new ways
of preparation and of assessment are imperative, and in
what follows Jim Graham gives us an insight into the think
ing of one Quaker headmaster confronting this situation at
Sibford.

helped to produce these in consultation with their tutors.

The proflles will cover any area in which the student has

shown that he or she has the necessary willingness to work
hard. They will describe skills in communication - O-Level

English does not tell you whether its holder can communi

cate anything with anybody other than with O-Level exam

iners. Personal qualities will be covered too, both those that

are needed for harmonious living and working and that

What happens next?

extra which employers will be looking for as the applicant's
special contribution. Academic and other qualifications

will also figure and, for some openings, will remain of para

A n unlikely story - you have recently joined a large firm

mount importance. In other fields a willingness to learn

and in the absence of the personnel manager are told to see

will be at least as important as the certificates of achieve

to the appointment of a trapsemarker. There are ten candi

dates, all straight from school.

ment.

All you know about them is

There will be some other changes coming as well but it

their exam results (one of them has got very good O-Level
results and the rest a mixed collection of O's and CSE's).

You have not a clue what a trapsemarker is and the manag

will be time enough to write about them when they arrive.
If we can send out our students confident in the knowledge

ahead and do your best. The lad with the O-Levels ought

Then the question 'what happens next?', whether we think

cannot. It is a pity you had not the courage to talk to the

proper certainty and faith. What actually happens next

of their successes we shall have taken a big step forward.

ing director looks far too busy to ask. Anyway you go

at least to be able to work out what the job is even if you

of individuals or of the school,

managing director. The lad with O-Levels is in a wheel chair

will be handled with a

is not important, the way we face change is everything.

and trapsemarkers paint signs in places only accessible by
ladder.

Things do not actually happen like that, or do they?

Tales of employers taking people on for totally unsuitable or nonexistent jobs are pretty rare now; no doubt

the recession has seen to that. But there were two sides to
that unlikely story. How does it come about that when

people leave school the only thing that they carry with

them is their exam results? It says something about our age
and the pernicious influence of science that people only

feel happy with something they can measure and it does

not matter much whether what is measured is relevant or

whether it is measured accurately. (I am not anti-science,
far from it, but regard it as a tool with great value for its

proper purposes; assessing people is not of those).

. There is a new understanding of all this appearing now.

HEAD GIRL
Natalie Hall is studying
French (A), German (A)
and Typing (0) and aims
at a language degree or
secretarial qualifications...
Her interests are. tennis,
music and she lives in
Oxford.

No-one is going to stop minding about exam results, and

nor should they, but..we are beginning nationally to realise

that there are other qualities which matter as much and

often more than exam passing skills and that it is up to

education to see that employers are made aware of the real
talents applicants are offering. Even the Government and
the Department of Education and Science are saying this

now (and for once uniting the teaching profession with

HEAD BOY
Paul Day who comes from
Canada is studying Maths
(A/and Physics (A). He
hopes to continue to degree
level and is interested in
tennis, food and contemp
orary music.

them instead of against them).

National changes appear by a process somewhat similar

to an elephant having a baby. Considerable excitement and

a lot of loud noise is followed by a lengthy period in which

nothing visible is happening (if it is the DES there often

is nothing happening) then at last there is more noise and

DEPUTY HEAD BOY
Patrick Qacy who comes from
The United Arab Emirates, is
studying Economics (A),
English (A) and Geography (A).
Patrick aims at a degree if!
Business Studies and his inter
ests are motorcycles, swimming,
badminton and reading.

excitement and something very small is produced. At

Sibford we ought to be able to work a bit quicker and with

less risk of relapsing into sterility.

It is a rash man who sets public timetables for change

but I shall have failed if the end of next year does not see .
our Fifth and Sixth Form leavers going pn from us with a
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What is Open Day?
English master Mike Spring goes upon a walk- about on
Open Day, with his eyes open.

Outside in the Hall Foyer the Sibford Old Scholars
set up shop with details of the Appeal and some fascin
ating photographs of bygone days in Sibford. Second hand

The weather was perfect for Open Day. The bright sun

light filtering down through the beeches on the drive and
the distant applause from the cricket match was enough to
stir the heart of any red-blooded Englishman. It was how
ever a some what red-faced English master who sneaked
away from his own departmental display to make a whistle

School uniform was on sale here and coffee was served
during the afternoon.
In the School Entrance Foyer an information desk
was staffed by Anne Muir and Mike Finch and a magni
ficent floral display had been mounted by Sally Berry.

stop tour of the School that afternoon. Plotting my
itinerary as I went along, (I still get lost in the Hill building
sometimes), and making jottings on the back of an

The Photography Club has now established its standards
of professionalism under the guidance of Alan Fitzgerald
Clark and their display was much admired.
Along the length of the main corridor there were pictorial
records of various school trips to Stratford, Wimbledon,
the Harlem Globetrotters, the Sailing Clubs, outings and
football internationals.
The Geography Department was Showing a series of
vidios on Brazil andJapan, and had mounted an inter
esting collection of fossils many of which were local, .
some having been found and lent by the pupils. There
was an exhibition of relief maps and a highly technical
sun-tracker model which was a distinct improvement
on the football and orange utilised by my Geography
master X years ago.

envelope, I was fascinated by the skill and variety of
work and activity on display.
My first call was to the Needlecraft Department where

I found a comprehensive selection of work including
feltwork, soft toys, traditional embroidery and, as well as
general garment making, there were some interesting
examples of the use of fabric in creative work. I parti
cularly remember Karen Sanders' highly inventive
table covering-cum-board game.
The display area in the main corridor had once again
been utilised as a temporary campsite for the Duke of
Edinburgh's Award Scheme display which included a

selection of photographs from the last year's, expeditions
and some new items of equipment purchased through
donations from various bodies.
Above the main stairs hung an interesting example of
'expanded composition' completed by the 3rd year Art
Students and a series of attractive silk screen fabric prints,
Karen Phipps' being notable among them. In the Art
Room itself the professional quality of the exhibition
was up to its usual standard. Examples of work from all
years ranged from cartoons, masks and record covers by
the 1st years to the accomplished fabric printing of 6th
formers: Serriye Attala and Afshean Asaadi. I found the
paintings byJustin Blatchford and Adrian Sestini exception
ally good, as were the still life works of William Lelimann
and Michael Herm.

The length of the south corridor was taken up by
Environmental Studies displays including projects on the land
use and architecture of Chipping Norton. Towards the
music school there were some attractive illustrations by
the 2nd years inspired by Peer Gynt, The Carnival of .
Animals, La Mer and The Planets.
The Craft Department was visited next where the
exceptionally fine standard of cabinet-making was this
year complemented by a wealth of examples of wood
carving and other forms of sculpture.
The incised letter carving by Anastasia McDermott and
the beautifully turned wooden goblet by Adrian Sestini
caught my eye. The metal work department had produced
some interesting results from the last wax casting in silver
by Karen Sanders and some very attractive pendants cast
in brass from cuttlefish bone by the 1st years. Andric Stanelle
had produced some very pleasing pieces of enamelling, while

History on film
The History Department was certainly not living in the
past in its display techniques, as I tound a video screen
showing newsreel film of 20th century events in Europe.
On the walls were a series of bloodthirsty illustrations
of Tudor Punishments, as well as projects on explorers
by Kirsty Budgeon and Clodagh Glaisyer,John Dale and
Simon Chacksfield. The first year montage of a medieval
tournament with colourful knights by Anna Li was most
eye-catching, as was the project on the Roman amphitheatre,
form and arena.
I then followed the sou,
joined a packed house to watch an excellent display by the

Gymnastics Club (on which Sue Faulkner reports separately).

Returning to the main corridor I looked in at the R.E.
Department where a cassette was playing which linked with

the 3rd year's display on Buddhism and other world religions.
A project on Quakerism was accompanied by a life size
picture of George Fox, and I was most impressed by the
C.S.E. project work by Helen Tranthen and Peter Lowe.
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a beautifully etched sundial had been made by Rawle Adams.
Next I visited Science Block where the chemistry labor
atory had been transformed into a botanical garden and the
physics department had begun to resemble Mission Control
at Houston.
Upstairs the English Department had mounted a
colourful display of written and illustrated work from all
years including poetry, compostion writing, drama,
literature and film reviews. There was also a wide selection
of exercise books for inspection and examples of course
work at all levels from the 1st year to 'A' level in the
Upper 6th.
From here I made my way to the Manor where the
pottery workshop was open and a very impressive display
of pupils' work was on show. The '0' level ceramics work
exhibited by Peter Doney showed an accomplished skill
at thrown-pot making, while the creative 3-D earthenware
work ofJulia Vance, William Ainslie and Harnet Gifford
showed great ingenuity and skill.
Returning to the Hill. I noticed the volleyball match

in progress. The sun was still blazing down and the evocative

details as name and age and family and home interests.

sounds of wood pigeons and leather-on-willow combined
to make one English master extremely pleased to
be associated with a school where so much excellent work

These recordings were played back as pictures of the pupils
in class were projected onto the screen. (Mr Clark had

2-

was achieved in such a stimulating way.

kindly agreed to visit a class in progress and take these

pictures some time earlier). Visitors were impressed by the

Agriculture and horticulture.

quality of the spoken French and it's content. Our congrat
ulations are due to all those who took part in the exercise.

This exhibition in the chemistry lab was set up to ill

ustrate recent work in environmental studies and related ex

Gilbert Todd.

periments in other science subjects, and to suggest areas for

Gymnastics.

future development, giving an idea of some of the expertise

'already available in the science department.

Twelve girls from the Gymnastics Club worked hard to

Sally Berry contributed photographs of environmental

stage a display. Cheryl Donaghue and Kyra Plum not only

Saxon hedge project, and minature goats; and quotations,
lettered by a first year group, from authorities such as

helped the younger girls considerably, teaching them new

spent many hours improving their own standards but also

science projects; books and articles on conservation; her

skills, building up their confidence and generally giving

them encouragement. The display consisted of warm-up

'Bellamy on Botany'.

exercises, a selection of basic floor work skills and indiv

Tony Skeath provide a magnificent 'Metabolic Path

idual sequences to music.

ways' chart, which was linked to a smaller chart and models

The set movements such as cartwheels and handstands
were performed by all girls while Cheryl and Kyra showed

for photosynthesis, and to charts on the carbon and nitro

gen cycles.He also lent a nember of books on genetics, and

more difficult skills such as ariel cartwheels, walkovers,

a model of DNA - the 'spiral of life'.

back flicks and somersaults.

Martin Wilkinson and a second year class set up a general

The sequences to music, which included dance and

science experiment on soils, showing the proportions of

gymnastics, had taken many hours of practice to perfect.

sand, humus etc in different samples. Chemistry exper
iments included two on making fertilisers (supported by an

In this section of the display Lizzie Gering stole the show
with a lively and amusing sequence to a piece of music

excellent display of ICI agricultural literature provided

by a friendly neighbour), acidity and soils, food and food

called Tuba Smarties.

oil (complete with castor oil plant).

worthwhile.Everyone enjoyed the performance, audience

tests, analysis of proteins, and making soap from castor

The dedication and effort by all the girls was certainly

and participants alike.

In the area of ideas for the future we had books on the

identification

of

flowers,

grasses,

ferns, fungi, insects

Sue Faulkner.

etc; a display of herbs and herbal plants, with books on

Typewriting

their use in cooking and medicine; some unusual vegetables

including an avocado grown from a stone by Mrs Cox;
some unusual pot plants including a Venus fly-trap; a

In the mornmg there was the opportunity to see a group

of fourth year boys learning to type.Visitors were very

'piggy-back' fern and sensitive plants; books and a few
specimens of Australian plants and shrubs; a book on
botanical

illustration and a pressed flower

picture

interested at the progress made in such a short time.

Fourth and fifth year work was displayed, showing
examples of business letters, displaying menus', programmes

to

suggest artistic uses of plants in drawing and collage; books

and tabular work which had been ruled up on the typewriter.

on methods of propagation, with samples of plants prop

There were also examples of Elementary, Intermediate and

agated by the various methods; a display of plants grown,

Advance Pitrnan examination papers from which pupils had

accidentally or on purpose, from people's own seed; and

been working.

finally, collections of flowers of two useful families of gar

One of the main points of interest was 'typewriter art'.

den plants, the violas and the mimuli.

Pictures had been produced by some of the pupils, made up

We sold small plants (herbs, cacti, sensive plants -

of very complicated patterns of dots and symbols. These

very popular - and -bellebores), bulbs (narcissi and snow
drops) and Hoya cuttings to make some money for the
School Council Common Room fund (total profit £25).

required a high level of concentration.

Sylvia Manning

We hope that in the future pupils may be able to learn

Cricket SOSA v School

more about some of the areas illustrated in our exhibition,

History master lain Charnock describes the first match

and thus acquire at least interesting hobbies, even, perhaps,
the foundations of small businesses in these job-hungry

in the new series of Sibford Ashes during Open Day

1983.

"The Ashes? They were not," he says, "the remains of
an old cricket stump or bail as is the case with those other
at-the-moment more well known Ashes, but ashes from
the old Elm which has recently been felled. It was a fine
occasion and the start of a tradition which I hope will
be as enduring as the Old Elm itself had been . ..

times. We should also like to involve interested parents,

friends of the school, and neighbours, in an exchange of

plants, ideas and expertise - so if you have something you

would like to contribute please let us know.

Pippa Cookson.

And here begins Charnock on the Sibford Ashes.

French display.

The start was delayed owing to unusual weather condit
ions. There was no precipitation, and a large red thing was

In Room 9 there was an audio - visual demonstration

prepared by the pupils of lA under the guidance of Mc

seen in the sky which a very Old Scholar was able to assure

Todd. Each pupil had prepared and recorded a short piece

his far younger listeners was, in fact, the sun. Owing no
doubt to these strange meterological occurrencies, both

of spoken French about himself or herself, giving such
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had a few last - minute selection problems. In the end the
SOSA Xl included a very young Old Scholar and two who
were scholars (once) and were, in the words of the Head
Girl - elect "certainly old".

A splendid retirement lunch held on an equally splendid

summer's day on July 8th, ensured that Bill would have

the proper send-off from his family, friends and colleagues.
He was presented with three paintings, one of which partic

ularly pleased him because it was drawn by a student,
Kate Jupp, depicting a craftsman at work. There was also
a fine silver salver complete with whisky decanter and
glasses.

The Old Scholars batted first and before a ball was bow
led lost an opener whq had to go and take lunch duty. The

School bowled well and the SOSA Xl was restricted to
a run rate of just over three an over, George Bunney (he
of the MCC) batting through the twenty overs for an unde
feated 34 out of the 62 for five. Captain Barfoot struck
11 in very quick time.

The whole of Sibford's community wish Bill and Doris a
long and happy retirement at Hook Norton, Bill's old
home - and watch out for him playing his favourite game
of crown bowling with the same skill and verve he displayed
as a craftsman!

The School opened briskly and some big hitting took
them past the SOSA total after only 14 overs. James
Mitchelmore took two fine catches in the deep and Matt
hew Fell and 'Kiwi' Arkless batted well for the School,

Robin Warner, who has been on the maintenance staff
for 10 years, has been appointed to replace Bill.

who scored 63 for three. So the Ashes went for this hist
oric first time to the School, and were received from the
Estates Bursar Mike Finch by the School cricket captain
Colin Cox.

M.R.F.

lain Charnock

Bursar John Miller (left) and Bill and Doris White after the
presentation.

School cricket captain Colin Cox receives The Ashes from
Mike Finch.

Cra ftsmanship

Bill White retires

Adrian Sestini, who left Sibford last July, is a craftsman
and artist. He is now a student cabinet - maker at Rycote
wood College, Thame, where he was awarded a scholar
ship.

Another chapter in the history of Sibford School closed
in the summer with the retirement of Bill White, the
School's maintenance foreman.

The quality of Adrian's craftsmanship is seen in these
photographs of a side table he made earlier in the year at
Sibford. His gifts as an artist are revealed in the repro
ductions from his sketch - book on our centre pages.
Adrian, who is dyslexic, last year won a major award for
his Pemborke table (Senior Design) at the Educational Inst
itute of Design and Technology Exhibition at Westminster
College, Oxford.

Bill had been employed by the school for over 21 years.
He succeeded Arthur Harrison as Maintenance Foreman
in 1965, although his connections with Sibford's buildings
go back to 1945.
He was at that time employed as a carpenter, his own
particular trade, by W.T. Hicks, who were involved in
building the houses in Hillfield and the. centre-wing of

the Hill. So it is safe to assume that Bill literally knew
every nook and cranny of Sibford's galaxy of buildings
and was in fact involved in most of the post-war develop
ment. His intimate knowledge has been invaluable espec
ially where heating systems were concerned and oft have
we heard the cry "Send for Bill"!

opposite:
Three views ofAdrian Sestini 's table
6

A letter from Jura

Adrian Sestini :
Side Table in maple
and walnut.

After teaching rural science at Sibford for 1 7 years,
Gordon Wright departed to the Scottish islands to manage a
hotel on Jura. Last year he told us about his translation
from teaching to hotel keeping. Judging from his second
letter he might consider keeping an innkeeper 's diary.
Gordon wrote in October.
It is now almost the end of our second season of running
the hotel here on Jura. It has been a busy time with the
hotel almost full for most of the days since the beginning
of May, when we were hosts to the. Dutch Academic
Society. All sorts of people have beaten a path to our
door and this year there has been a constant trek of jour
nalists, TV crews and radio people - all seeking informa
tion about George Orwell, for it was at a remote farm
house at the north end of the island that he wrote his
classic '1984'. The BBC have been producing a fIlm of
Orwell's life on Jura and many's the tale we could tell
of their activities. Perhaps you may see some of us on
the telly or hear our voices on the radio.
I said at the beginning that the season had almost

ended. It hasn't quite - for we still have stalkers. Each
autumn w� have a crop of stalkers - mostly·German

Scandinavian or American - who come here to shoot.
They are after the stags and hope to go away with some
fme heads after their week on Jura. There are some 5000
deer on the island and each year about 1000 are shot and
the venison exported. We also have wild goats and a few
people come to stalk and shoot them for their horns.

We always have a little laugh to ourselves at this. The
gamekeepers know where the goats will be and could
take a visitor to them within an hour - but the visitor
expects a day 's stalking, so he gets it. The first day he is
taken on a long circular route in one direction so that

late in the '"day they fmally come across the goats and the
visitor shoots his animal. The next day the visitor is taken
in a long half circle in the opposite direction. Again late
in the day after a lot of hard walking they come across
the beasts and the visitor gets his shot. Back at the hotel
the visitor tells of the hard day he has had and how diffi
cult it was to get the fine head he has shot. We smile to
ourselves and say nothing. It would spoil his day to know
that he could have shot his beast and been back in the
hotel for lunch!
The next few months will be taken up with repairs and
maintenance - rooms to be redecorated, chairs to be
recovered, boats to be mended and so on. Then there is the

office work - advertising to be planned, new brc:hures to
be sent ouJ and preparations made for the next season.
Next year we shall again be having special weeks for walkers,
.
painters, photographers, study of red deer etc and as , is
1984 we have four special weeks in connection with O. �ll
and Jura.

Perhaps we shall see some of you up here some day to
enjoy the peace and quiet of this beautiful island. In the
meantime, greetings and good wishes to you all.

Gordon Wright
Cricket: SOSA v School
On a chilly and blustery November afternoon SOSA

drew 5-5 with School after being 1 - 4 down at half time.
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Reunion weekend 1983
Remembered by Leslie "arrison.
Leslie Ha"isan, wha has dane much far the SOSA, quietly behind the scenes, is a registered naturopath-oesteapath,
living at Yark.
To Broughton

From my home in York, with my brother, to Banbury,
and in ideal weather we rode in style - taxi style - the
road to the Sibfords I so often walked as a boy at the
beginning of term, through villages with names for ever
magical, Broughton, Tadmarton, Swalcliffe, noting a little
sadly at the crossroads the absence of the old elms, and

On Saturday morning, a new idea, a visit to Broughton
Castle.
"I was last here with Ma Brig".
"Remember when Mike Farr went down the gallery in
the bath chair?"

also, hopefully, the two sturdy saplings which replace
them. And the first thing we heard at Sibford was "Num
bers are up", and it was clear that more old scholars had
brought their families.

Yes, memories came back. The sun was wonderfully
kind, the earth warm and dry for the new-style picnic
nose-bags.

Smiles and recognition, one's mind leaps the years,
'Who's that? Which year? Was I here? What's he doing?
Where's he come from?" They come in fact from all over Saudi Arabia, Scotland, Wales, Australia, Africa, Israel
- the whole world exerts a magnet1c pull on old scholars.
But Sibford has a magnetism too, and when we look
around at all those faces we see the Sibford magic at
work.

Picnic at Braughton
In the afternoon, the A.G.M., and we listened to one
of our two representatives on School Committee, Leslie
Thomas, give an interesting report about Sibford today
and the re·orientation of its life in a technological world.
And we listened also to two candidates for a place on the
SOSA Committee putting forth their claims and surprising
us with their experiences of globe·trotting. (Really, they
were jet-setters. Will there be Sibford shuttle-setters in the
2000s? No doubt there will be!)

After Sunday meeting: Ha pilgrimage ta a calm land ':

In the evening we remembered again that well-loved old
scholar and BBC broadcaster Leslie Baily, when Arnold
Darlington delivered the Leslie Baily Lecture. If anyone's
character bristles with birds, galls and biology, his does.
"Under seven heads" was a powerfully delivered, humorous,
anecdotal and compelling address, leaving us in no doubt of
the influence that Sibford had had on him, and indeed of
his influence on others, opening their minds to the world
about them.
And so to a buffet supper in the dining room and after
wards (to mis-quote the old motto Arnold had correctly
quoted earlier) ye menne of Sheepford began to wander
whithersoever they wilened.
Sunday started swimmingly for a few, no longer in the
chilled pea soup of earlier years, but in sparkingly clear
hyperchlorite.treated warm water. During the choral
which followed breakfast our President, Irene Smith,
showed g.er love of communal singing, a love shared by so
many of us who had been inspired by A.J. Then came the

Alsa present - Jahn Dayle, Helen Dayle, Margaret Heng,
Margaret Fairnington, Mike Finch.
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walk across to the Meeting House in the Gower, which
had seen the spiritual awakening of so many in their school
years. Today, it was packed, I felt the 'one-ness' qfus all,
and the sense of being on a pilgrimage; indeed for many,
the weekend as a whole was like a pilgrimage to a calm
land from the troubled waters of everyday life.
We climed back up Mannings Hill, lunched at school,
and were ready for the sponsored walk, the proceeds from
which were to be used to buy side curtains for the stage.
The first section in was led by little Master 75. Actually
only six years old he's a marathon man in the making,
moving well to the very end of the ten miles.

The treasure - hunting Framptons, and the 'clued - up'
man looking in.

Leslie Harrison, the "Somer
set Yokel" from York, and
author of this report, keep
ing goal in the hockey
match.

Herd instincts on the sponsored walk.
In President's choice that evening, we enjoyed Irene
Smith's reminiscences and her sensitive choice of wOFds
and music, all introduced with Godfrey Baseley's pro
fessional touch.
Then to Holly House as guests of the Grahams, where
with the aid of Chris Grimes and spotlights we danced on
the lawns and enjoyed a barbecue supper which reminded
me of 'offices' in the black-out years. (I remember the night
I collected the supper for the master-on-duty at The Hill,
and, taking a short cut in the dark, I came a cropper over
one of Ma 1's shrubs. I collected the bits, far-flung, carried
them into the boys' changing room, tastefully rearranged
them, I thought, and delivered plate and contents, sans
grass, to the m-o-d. No repercussions. All was well!)
.And so to the elms enclosure at the crossroads, where
we counted the growth rings in the ree�ntly felled elm and
concluded that it was nearly 200 years Old. (A section will
be dried out, carefully finished! and dates marked on the
appropriate rings). Then 46 old scholars observed the time
honoured rituals: the sing-song, the Rockets, the sunflower,
and then the walk back to The Hill.

"The Somerset Yokel's " - all that were left: David Hill, Hugh
Wallis, Leslie Harrison, Nick Bennett, David Smith, Simon
Barfoot, Paul Frampton, Lucy Hatcher, Michelle Leach.

Monday again began in the swimming bath for some,
and after breakfast came Rollett's Clued-up Motorised
Treasure Hunt, which demanded an apprenticeship of
ten years of daily crosswords, and even then you could
find yourself clueless. The route,however,had been thought
fully chosen, through the wonderful countryside of this
corner of the Cotswolds. Michael van Blankenstein won.
Monday afternoon, as usual was sports time, and as the
table tennis cup's gone missing it couldn't be presented.
(If you have it,please return it). In the hockey match the
more-than-honest Somerset Yokels triumphed 7-2 over the
Aston Brummies, honest men and women, but just not'
good enough or mean enough. The referee survived by
virtue of his padding.

"The Framp ton flyer" (alias the SOSA General Secretary)
takes of!
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Then to tea on the Manor lawn, more nostalgic reminisc
ing, and the wandering Sheepford men were finally herded
into something like a flock for the group photograph.

Tea-time on the old school lawn (The Manor).

Finally came the President's dinner, beautifully arranged,
and it was good to have with us table assi�tants so immacu
late in appearance and manner, who had contributed so
much to our weekend's enjoyment. These young people
had left school a few weeks before, and I hope their enjoy
ment was such that they will feel encouraged to return as
one of the 'helped' in future years. Following the Presi
dent's address on 'Friendship' there were Rockets in the
dining room, and we numbered off to 104.
Appreciation of the weekend was on everyone's lips,
and I know that many returned home richer in spirit for
having been again at Sibford for the simple fun of the
reunion, and perhaps with the thought that by returning
once again we were supporting.a pioneering school and
all it stands for. And if you have not been back for a
while I hope I may have stimulated you to come back in
1984. Note: The sponsored walk raised £178.Ed.
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If you would like to sample one of the best
Chinese meals this sid� of Hong Kong, then'
come and try our extensive menu of authentic
Chinese food. We also have a fast, efficient
take-away service.

13/14 South Bar, Banbury, OX,on
Tel: (0295) 51155
OPENING HOURS
5pm -12 midnight. Every Day.

Sabbatic.al experiences
When Stuart Hedley 's sabbatical term came up last summer, he went off to Islay in the Inner Hebrides, to work on the
house where his father had lived in retirement and which had since passed to his three sons. Stuart's place at Sibford was
taken by Ken Spring (father ofMike) who had just retired as head of arts and crafts at Bloxham School.
We asked Ken Spring to tell us of his reactions to a Quaker co-ed school after Bloxham, and Stuart to tell us of his island
sabbatical.

Spring in the workshop

'packaging' is a difficult concept t. o
skills it comes only with practise, but I was pleasantly
surprised to find that the majority of pupils made good
progress in this direction.

When asked if I would stand in for Stuart Hedley in the
Sib ford woodwork shop for a term whilst he pursued some
nefarious activity on a whisky producing island in the

I was also impressed by the willingness and ability of
most students to persevere with their projects in order to

Hebrides, I was well aware of my inability to teach the

get a good 'finish' since when dealing with wood, the true
beauty of the material is only revealed when a really fme

cabinet making skills for which he is justly renowned; but
when I expressed these doubts I was told that it would be

surface has been obtained. There were bound to be certain

quite in order for me to 'do my own thing', which is in .

young gentlemen whose enthusiasm when presented with a

fact woodcarving and sculpture, thus offering a new dimen

gouge and mallet got the better of them and although the

sion to the impressive list of crafts already being taught in

wood chips flew in all directions, so did certain vital parts

the school's workshops.

of their projected design!

I found that I would be teaching classes in conjuntion

The other impression I came away with was the enthus

with Graham Sagar who would be concentrating on metal

iasm with which the vast majority tackled the subject, from

work for the term, and I may say here that the conjunction

the initial rush into the period and the requests to continue
work during the lunch break and after school hours. As a

worked very smoothly and I am most grateful to Graham
for his patient help and co-operation; it also meant that the

result the quantity of work we were able to display on

groups could be kept to a maximum of about 15. Even then

Open Day far exceeded my expectations!

I found the energy and noise generated by some of the

I would like to mention also the open friendliness I

junior groups quite impressive - but with a combination of

experienced whilst working at Sibford, coming as it did

35 years teaching experience, a loud voice and 6 foot 6

from teaching staff, pupils and ancillary staff.

inches of height we soon reached a working arrangement!

Of course not all my students were hard-working and
angelic and indeed if they had been I would have considered
Sibford a most unnatural and boring place in which to work.
Finally, it would be encouraging to

think that perhaps

a few individuals may find that they have been introduced
to a craft which has persisted in one form or another since
man made

his first cutting tools, a craft which, in this age

of mass-produced plastic artifacts shows signs of staging
something of a popular comeback; in any case it is. a craft
which not only gives the practitioner an immense sense of
personal achievement but also enhanced our environment
over the ages and shows every sign of continuing to do so.

Ken Spring

The Hedley 's in Islay
Monday the 18th of April. We had already been on the
island for 3 weeks. What a strange feeling to be driving

Simon Buckland
and Ken Spring.

along a seven mile stretch of sand backing onto the Atlantic,
collecting firewood in a Land Rover, instead of attending
the traditional beginning of term staff meeting. You

Working in three dimensions calls on a faculty which we
rarely develop consciously, that is the ability to visualise an

ahead, which at the time seemed an eternity. We were

object 'in the round'. The designers of today can call on I
computors to help them but even they require the initial
concept to be fed into them, and the ability to imagine

all

seemed so far away from us then, with five whole months
soon to learn otherwise and find out just how quickly the
time was to disappear into a string of pl�asant memories.

ari

object, viewed from all aspects and to visualise that object

Islay is the southernmost island in the Inner Hebrides

in the middle of a block of wood waiting only for you to

overlooking Northern Ireland and the Mull of Kintyre. It

reveal it, or unwrap it by cutting away the unwanted

is mild because of the effects of the Gulf Stream and is
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which were ridiculously cheap . We did without more
usual salads which were prohibitively expensive. Our
social life also was unique. To be able to attend anything
at any time on any evening was quite a novelty and very
enjoyable. We have made many close friends on Islay over
the years, and these friendships were reinforced. One of
our most pleasant experiences was the warmth and sin
cerity extended to us by the islanders, which we will rem
ember, and benefit from, on all our future visits. We were
really made to feel islanders, albeit sassanachs.

about 25 miles along and 20 miles wide . About a quarter
of the island's central area is covered in peat which is
important for the running of its eight malt distilleries
and much of the eastern side is heavily wooded with
deciduous trees. Farming plays a major role in its economy
and at the last estimate it carried 25,000 sheep and 1 2 ,000
cattle. Whatever your taste in scenery it has something to
offer with its sea and freshwater lochs, rivers, marshes,
moorland , hills and good stretches of arable land, old
plantations, new forests, shingle , sand dunes and machair.
With such variations of terrain in so small an area the range
of its wildlife is a major attraction, and it has always been
so to us. Islay is an intensely personal experience : it has to
be seen to be believed but give it a chance at all and you are
its prisoner.

A pleasant event too was the arrival of my brother on
the island to take over a local restaurant - yet more per
manent ties.
Yes. The work got done too! We thought we had so
much time ahead o( us, but the weeks slipped by and we
only just had time to complete the projects and relax,
before the arrival of Michael Spring and other members of
our family.

With frozen pig to the Isles

We always knew that we would like to spend our sabba
tical on Islay and to be able to experience the seasons and
wildlife which school holidays do not permit. We have not
regretted that decision. Tentative arrangements were made
to spend some time with a local cabinet maker, but an
opportunity to make extensive alterations to our house
offered a bigger and more exciting challenge. This in the
end absorbed most of our time and energy. Once the
opportunity to go to Islay became a reality , we sold our
faithful old Daimler and brought a Land Rover having
first rejected the idea of a trailer and , or, a van to transport
ourselves and luggage for such a long time. We arranged for
Gideon and jacob to attend the local school in our nearest
village for a term, and put our home at Lister House in
mothballs (literally). At last , well and truly laden with
building materials, tools, bicycles and the odd frozen
pig , we left Sibford with 500 miles and a sea crossing
ahead of us, at all of 45 m.p.h., downhill and with a follow
ing wind.

In the beginning, day after day seemed filled with the
mixing of cement , laying bricks, woodwork and joinery ,
but we made up for the hard physical work by doing our
own thing as a family when the boys arrived home from
school - fishing for trout , walking, cycling, birdnesting and
having the odd dram or two between phone calls to Mike to
keep up with all the Sibford news. We had some interesting
talks on the telephone about the House and Sibford whilst
I was looking out over the bay instead of onto the science
labs!
Our new transport proved its worth. We saw parts of the
island otherwise inaccessible and were glad of its four
wheel drive on more than one occasion. Two visits to Jura
to see Gordon Wright were made more interesting by being
able to go all the way to the top of Jura - beyond the
house where George Orwell wrote ' 1 984' - not the best
road we have seen!
It was a long time coming and at one stage we thought
that the problems involved would be insurmountable . We
shall be eternally grateful to Michael Spring, David Foulds
and Kenneth Spring for their willingness to take over my
House and teaching commitments, and to so many other
staff whose duties were made more onerous because of our
absence, and who finally made a sabbatical term possible at
all.
Towards the end we were ready to come back to Sibford
life , and we are now left with many pleasant memories
which numerous photographs instantly recall.
Stuart Hedley

To Loch Glenastle for fishing, with
Gideon and Jacoh.

Our way of life at Western Cottage was so different from
that at Lister House that the experience could not fail .to be
a long-awaited tonic. Gideon and Jacob were ferried to and
from school by taxi, there being too few children in our
direction to warrant a bus, and they thoroughly enjoyed
a very different type of junior school. Our diet too was
different. Whenever possible , which was often, we con
sumed large quantities of scallops, crabs and fish, all of

Stuqrt takes a break from work
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Lister sitting
I must confess that a slight shudder of apprehension did
pass through me when I first heard of the idea: Stuart
Hedley taking off for a sabbatical term and leaving me
in charge of the House. But it was a strange confection of
feelings which quickly followed : would I cope? Would
it be different actually 'holding the reins'? How would
the House react to my elevated status? Wait a minute
this was a marvellous opportunity to gain some experience
of housemastering . . . . of course I'd give it a try.

Table tennis arid snooker competitions, tidiest-bed-area
prizes and some excellent contributions to our house
meetings by staff and boys were complemented by some
encouraging performances on the cricket and athletics
field. My particular thanks in this l,atter area must go to
the house captains, Jonathan Wallis and James McIntosh
for their organisational help and their swimming triumphs,
and to Crispin Maciejewski and Kwabena Ofori, Ben Lesie
and Gareth Davies for their outstanding performances
on sports Day. in this respect, the cross-country running
prowess of Chris Webb is equally worthy of note, as I
have rarely seen such grit and determination from such a
young boy in what is undoubtedly one of the more grue
lling sports.

In fact it wasn't a case of 'following' Stuart at all. As the
summer term got under way I soon realised that I was
merely perpetuating a system which I knew to be effec
tive. In the day-to-day running of the house there was
little difference, beyond bearing the administrative burden
Stuart had always carried.

On a personal level, I enjoyed my increased contact
with, and support from the parents ; and it was an added
bonus for me that I saw more of my father, as Stuart's
replacement in the woodwork department, than I had done
for over ten years.

It was, however, in the heightened pastoral resposibility
that I discovered the greatest challenge and commensur
ately the greatest satisfaction. In this I was ably assisted
by David FOlilds who rapidly established a popular pre
sence in the House and did much to involve himself in
all aspects of our community.

The term was concluded by a barbecue held for the
House and guests, which formed an excellent culmination
to twelve weeks of useful experience and rewarding work.
I would wish to thank all members of staff and friends
of the school who helped to make my first steps into
housemastering so enjoyable.

It was particularly pleasant to begin my interregnum in
Lister Boys surrounded by fresh paintwork. During the
Easter holidays the bathroom, common room and kitch
enette were re-painted and the quiet room re-papered.
The constant improvement in the living conditions is a
feature to which Stuart devotes much of his time. Today,
within a fortnight of the start of the Christmas term, he
has already hatched plans for a board-games area, a new
computer work surface and a common room carpet!

Mike Spring

JURA
HOTEL
ISLE O F J URA - ARGYLL
SCOTLAND

Modern comfortable hotel making an
ideal base from whic h to explore this �cP""rI

view from Jura Hotel

wild unspoilt island. Climb the Paps,
explore the deserted west c oast, find
standing stones and iron age forts or
relax on wide sandy beaches.
The island where George Orwell found the peace and
quiet to write his classic work '1 984 '. No big
brother to keep looking over your shoulder.

A warm welcome and good foo d awaits you. Dine on
local produce - salmon, venison, scallops and lobster.

Riding, fishing, sailing all available.
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Write or telephone for brochure -

Jura Hotel, Isle of Jura,
Argyll, Scotland.
Tel: J ura (049682) 243

CARING ABour
YO
lOMORROW
fIl MI " s mMI'
ENDS'ARF: FOR
Tomorrow you may want to give your child an extra special start in life.
Tomorrow you may be disabled or too ill ever to work again.
Tomorrow you may want to buy a house.
Tomorrow you may need to think about retirement
Tomorrow you may want a secure place to invest
your money.
Tomorrow you may not be here.
For nearly 1 50 years, Friends'
Provident have been caring about
lives l i ke yours.
Caring with i nsurance
pol icies and plans that give you
and your family the security
for a better life.
Your broker will tell you
more about Friends:
Friends' Provident care
about your tomorrow as
much as you do. Isn't that
what Friends' are for?

FRIENDS' PROVIDENT LIFE OFFICE
HEAD O F F ICE AT P I X HAM END, DOR KING, S U R R E Y R H4 1 0A. AND AT 24 BRANCH ES NATIONWIDE.
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The seven hE:ads of Darlington.
Arnold Darlington taught sciences under seven head
masters, first at the George Fox School at Lancaster, then
at Sibford (1937-48) and Saffron Walden but mostly at
Bishops Stortford College (1 950-65) and Malvern College
( 1 965- 77) where he became head of the biology depart
ment and a governor. In 1 963 he was elected a Nuffield
Fellow and was seconded to the Nuffield Foundation as
a member of the team appointed to modernise the teaching
of the sciences in secondary schools. A n ou tstanding
teacher, he is remembered by old scholars of his time
especially for awakening their interest in nature in the
Sibford countryside.
Brought up as a Unitarian and 'indoctrinated ' with a
respect for Quakers, he served in the Friends Ambulance
Unit and the Friends ReliefService in the war, and in
'retirement' continues writing, lecturing and teaching boys
in prep schools.
Some in the audience, were offended by Arnold 's
reminiscences of Sibford authorities, in what was otherwise
an exuberant and highly personal recall, often hilarious, of
life under seven heads.
'Ye menne of Sheepford wendath whithersoever they
wHen'.

John e. walker

Alas! what had happened to that splendid old SOSA
motto? Was there no defiance any more'! Arnold Darlington
would , wouldn't he?

travel limited==='"

So he began wending a defiant way from the south
Lancashire countryside of his boyhood , with bitter words
against its industrial desolation , to early memories of
walking amid the beauty of Chat Moss , the great bogland
of England south of Manchester , and he wondered : was it
reaction to the one, or the other, which first aroused his
interest in natural history?
Then the move to C ambridge , to public school and
university , and an illness in the early years which brought

What do you
want fro m a
Tra ve l Age nt?

from his aunts in Lancashire some roses (the kind that
come from florists), which Jailed t o move him , and then
the inspired despatch of marsh mangolds from the Moss ,
which did . Cambridge university left him with a strong
desire'to teach biology to children , although he was a
beginner ; he had not studied biology at school. No oppor·
tunity.

Pro(esslonal advlce (or
your every travel need
Personal servIce and
IndIvIdual alien I/on
Travel arrangements

So to his first teaching post, at the Friends ' School at
Lancaster. "Remember " they said at home "you 're going
among good people ", Among the good people , it seems ,
a small staff was worked to the limit and regarded as
'ushers' - a word that cropped up twice more in his recall
of Sibford and Saffron Walden - but the headmaster
maintained good discipline , backed up his assistants and
was always "pulling us up by the roots to make sure we
were growing ".

the way you want them
The best value (or your
travel pound.

Ask us!
Chances a re
we've been t h e r.e

From Lancaster to Sibford , whose 'magic' has remained
unique in his experience ever since and has never been

White Lion Walk, B a n b u ry

Tel :

quite replaced. But there was harsh and uninhibited criti
cism of those in authority: no disciplinary backing from
above, poor facilities - and poor prospects - for the
teaching of sciences ; a school moreover , at that time ,

( 0295) 52 1 83
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"where masters and boys were second class citizens" . A
lonely job, but encouragement came from Frank Parkin
and, above all, from Roland Herbert, who finally made
him feel he 'belonged'. Roland was a superb craftsman with
a rare insight into boys , who had the good fortune to marry
into the family of Joshua Lamb, the Quaker farmer and
splendid naturalist, who gathered wild flowers to adorn the
Meeting House when his daughter, Eva, married Roland.
Joshua Lamb was an 'inspiration', part of the Sibford .
countryside ·which cast its spell over Arnold in spite of the
frustrations which finally led to his resignation (Leslie
Baily tried to persuade him to stay, but after meeting the
Committee - who appointed him - Arnold left).

Plumber & Heating
Engineer

But there were lighter, even hilarious, times, none more
so than when Mrs AJ's wheelbarrow went absent without
leave, to reappear in Arnold's minute bedroom at the top
of dark and narrow stairs in the Manor, (Arnold appeared
not to know how Roland got it up there), and to reappear
again suspended from a beam in Roland's workship (Arnold
knew how it got there) with A.J. asking "Has anyone seen
Mrs Johnstone's wheelbarrow?"
So to his fmal year among the good people , at Saffron
Walden, teaching biology up to 'A' level and relishing the
experience of working with sixth formers ambitious to
succeed. The headmaster (Gerald Littleboy) was "a shrewd
judge of young people with a sincere interest in those
under his care" , while a bigger staff of admirable and diverse
talents eased the burden of 'duties' (Arnold's bugbear at
Friends' schools, it seemed). "But the essential woolliness
of the Quaker approach to discipline - trying too hard to
be just - troubled so many of the staff that it became a
tiresome topic in the commonroom and I realised this was
the basis of my criticism of Friends' schools". (This was
1949-Ed.)

Telephone : Ban bury 59247 (Evenings)

7 1 0556 ( Daytime)

retired the seventh turned out to be an old friend of Arnold's
Nuffield days , and Malvern sails on from strength to strength.
Why do men and women become teachers? Some ,
Arnold suggested , for power; some , because they wanted to
share. He recalled a Malvern boy of 1 3 holding out for his
inspection , one day, a rose plant which was host to a
parasitic growth, which led Arnold into a discourse on a
whole community of life the growth involved. The boy
listened in silence, and then looked up , and said "D'you
know, Sir, I hold the universe in the palm of my hand"!

The public schools

In January 1950 came the move to Bishops Stortford
and to his nicest headmaster ever "a Christian gentleman,
a wise and compassionate judge of boys and adults alike. In
the course of a single Christmas holiday I was promoted
from being an usher to the head of an academic department ,
and was treated as such. My non-academic duties ended on
leaving Saffron Walden". A laboratory steward prepared
his practical work; the prefectorial and house systems
maintained sensible discipline. He was free at last to con
centrate on teaching, to '0' and 'A/S' levels.

Years later Arnold entered a Worcestershire hospital
for an operation , and when the surgeon made his first
visit to his bedside , there was the boy who, years before ,
had held the universe in his hand.

When his much respected fourth head left to enter the
Church , an old boy of the college succeeded him , so young
that several of his former masters were still on the staff.
Not wise, Arnold reflected, to transform old scholars into
heads.

"When you can no longer share" Arnold said "its time
to go".
Arnold Darlington

It was during this period that Arnold went off upon his
Nuffield journeys, and after his return, and fmding no
prospect of the revised science teaching being introduced,
he accepted an invitation from the headmaster of Malvern
to lead his re-formed biology department with the aim of
developing the teaching on Nuffield lines.

Assessment for university entrance.

"Universities should not be told what the individual
subject achievement is because this is so dependent on
extrinsic factors . . . . Instead admission should be on the
basis of school assessment of potential". - Sir Frederick
Dainton, a former chairman of the University Grants
Committee , addressing the North of England Education
conference at Sheffield 4th January 1984. (Quoted in

His new head, the sixth, proved to be the most capable
of all; Malvern the most varied school, and his new col
leagues the most gifted. There were opportunities for every
one, whatever his talents. "The mind of a boy who couldn't
get something out of Malvern would be a desert". The
biology department expanded, and when the sixth head

The Guardian.)
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A school report
Ba"ie Naylor was on the school stafffrom 1 935-41.
Here he tells the story of a letter from New Zealand which
awakened memories of a small boy at Sibford, who became
New Zealand 's major poet.

This story reaches into the past and will be of special
interest to those who were in the junior part of the school
in 1937-38 . Members of Forms 1 and 2 in that year may
remember their English lessons and their attempts to write
poetry. They will recollect a fellow pupil, a very small boy
with protruding ears, James K. Baxter, from New Zealand,
who, with his brother, Terry, spent 1� years in residence.
As some will know, J ames Baxter, on leaving Sib ford ,
returned to New Zealand, and over the years blossomed
into his country's most renowned poet. His published vol
umes include : - 'Blow, Wind of Fruitfulness' (Caxton,
1948), 'The Fallen House' (Caxton 1953), 'In Fires of No
Return' (Oxford 1958), 'Pig Island Letters' (Oxford 1966),
'The Rock woman' (Oxford 1969). Tragically James died in
1972 at the age of 46. His output of poems had been prod
igious, and his stature as a major poet was firmly estab
lished. Oxford University Press has recently published
his 'Collected Poems';
In November of 1983 I received a letter out of the blue
from a Dr. McKay of the Department of English at Victoria
University, Wellington, New Zealand. He explained that he
was writing the official biography of James K. Baxter, and
among his papers was a school report from Sibford School,
dated 1938, with remarks by his English teacher which
were "very discerning and encouraging". Despite the lapse
of years could I help by supplying information about
the school, its religious teaching, anything about J ames
and all the relevant details biographers are interested in.
Had I any copies of letters or poems J ames wrote?
It just so happened that we (my wife and I) remem
bered Jimmie Baxter very clearly. Sheila (nee Macpherson)
was the Art Mistress, and our joint memories have produced
a picture that could prove useful to , Dr. McKay. Forty
five years is a long time to store facts but impressions per
sist. My impression is that Form 2 in 1938 got carried away
by the Muse and produced some simple but commendable
poems which were typed out and kept. They are before
me now, and among them are some by J ames K. Baxter,
way ahead in a class Q..f his own. Even then his output was
abundant. He would compose poems in his free time and
shyly present them at odd moments. These hand-written
originals are the ones I most treasure. They will be sent
in due course to join the James Baxter collection which is
being assembled in New Zealand. Meanwhile Dr. McKay has
had copies. He will receive more, written by James and
given to Margaret Hargreave (ne� Herbert) the daughter of
the well-loved Roland Herbert, former woodwork master.
Margaret, older than J ames, befriended him and has, I
know, many of his poems and letters of those important
early years, as they kept up a correspondence long after he
returned home. Valuable material, indeed, for the biog
rapher. Dr McKay is a lucky man.

destruction of many upheavals.
If this story has a moral it is 'If you have a hunch
something is good, hang on to it'. And then again, if you
are a teacher, 'Beware ! The school report is not as ephem
eral as it seems'.
I wonder what I wrote on J ames Baxter's so long ago?

Poems by James Baxter, written at Sibford in 1938,
at the age of 1 1 .

Sonnet

There is a beauty in a wild bird's song
That charms the senses and enthralls the ear,
And among the warbling notes one seems to hear
The mountain torrent roaring loud and long ;
A fount of joy that bears the heart along
On waves of music, rhythmic, sweet and clear.
It singeth also of the ranges drear
That lie the tall and rocky peaks among,
The ice field glinting in the morning sun,
And all of Nature's beauties wide arrayed
That strew the earth by land and sea and air,
The cloud-bank, westward stretching dark and dun,
The silver streamlet and the woodland glade ;
The song may cease ; the echoes linger there.

The Curse of War

Down the aisles of the ages
Roll the organ notes of God,
Urging on through history's pages
Heroes to the paths untrod.
Why should man his brother's life,
Heedless of religion take ;
Should the cannonade of strife
Many homeless orphans make?
All the armaments of man,
In carnage and destruction seen,
Since the human race began,
Accursed to the world have been.
Haul down the bloodstained banner;
Hoist better in its place,
And let the pilgrims enter
Who battle now for peace.

Farewell To Sibford

Farewell to all the beauty
That round old Sib ford lies,
The daily round of duty,
The play neath sun and skies.

And so am I. McKay's letter made me resurrect these
long-forgotten poems and re-read them, bringing back
vividly the careless rapture of those days. Baxter's are .
outstanding, and the others are not without merit. It is
intriguing, almost miraculous, that they have survived the

God give me strength and courage
To shape my destiny
On Christ, the perfect image
Of pure simplicity.
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Sibford writing , Sibford voices
Escape

, She was in the old barn, wings stretched out, lying limp
on the straw. As the cold spring night closed in Arya grad
ually became more , and more ill. She finally went to sleep .

Arya took her moment ' perfectly. She left her perch
glided out of the mesh door, and after two strong wing
beats she was up and away.
"Come BACK ! " shouted five year old Tim, but she was
gone for good.

Colin ' was up before his Father: It was a beautiful spring
morning. Dew lay like a carpet of silk, and the birds had
just begun to sing.
He was finishing his breakfast , when his father came
down. "You were up early," his father said.
"Yes I can't wait I've never seen a Peregrine".
"You might not. There's a good chance that it will have
gone."
They left the house at 6.30 equipped with binoculars
and a camera.
_

Arya was a one year old Peregrine. She had been snat
ched from her nest when only two days old. A man who
was nicknamed 'Snatch' had got her. He'd kept her ill a
cage that was far too small, but had exercised her and fed
her well and she was in prime condition.
Arya soared around her fonner prison for a while. She
enjoyed this new sensation of flying with no line to hold
her back.

The old barn was where they watched the birds from,
when they were in the copse. Colin got there first. He
climbed the step ladder into the 10ft and made himself
comfy in the hay. The old hay door left a wide gap for
him to see right into the copse. He scanned the tops of
the trees but saw nothing. Little did he know that the
Peregrine was just above his head. His father's head app
eared as he came into the 10ft.
"Can't see anything" said Colin without taking the bino
culars from his eyes.
"COLIN ! " his Father shouted.
"Don't shout. You'll scare them all," replied Colin.
"There's a peregrine falcon sharing that stack of straw
with you."
"Where?"
Colin began to scramble up the stack.
"I think it's dead ! "
There was a sting in his eyes he wanted t o cry. His father
got up with him. Just as he did, Arya, seeing danger,
tried to move. She just twitched but Colin saw it.
"Dad we've got to get it back to the house".
"How far is the falconry, centre from here?" his father
asked.
"About 40 miles."
"Right, you put the bird in your jacket and walk home I'll
run on and get the car ready"
"Right" replied Colin.
He gathered up the limp bedraggled master of the air and
put it inside his coat where it was warm.
When he got back his father was waiting.
"I've rung the centre. They'll be ready for us"
They travelled in silence all the journey. The only noise
was from Arya when she tried to move.
They were met at the centre by a tall man with glasses.
"You must be Mr Farner," he said.
"Yes, I think you'd better hurry, this bird is in a bad way".
They walked through the entrance hall and through a
white door with "Private" on it. In the room there were
easy chairs and a table.
"Would you two wait here. I'll see what we can do with
your bird."
They sat down worrying like expectant fathers, only this
was not a birth this was a matter of life or death.
The man returned. They could tell by the look on his face
she was dead.
"We had to put her down. She was a very sick bird".

Although she had been a captive for more than a year
her instinct to hunt was still there.
Half an hour after her escape she spotted a wood pigeon.
She had good height and her stoop was timed to perfec
tion. She caught the bird, and broke its neck as she flew
to an oak which stood in the middle of an open field.
She tore at its breast. A new taste, better than the mash
she had had before.
When Arya had finished her meal she let the remains fall
to the ground. These were found by Colin Garner. He
was a tall thirteen year old, very keen on sport, but his
favourite pass-time was ornothology.
His dad owned a fann and he had plenty of time to carry
out his pass-time.
When he found the remains it was about half past one.
At first he thought it was a fox's kill. But he noticed the
way pigeon's breast had been hollowed out. This was no
'fox's kill. Could it be a bird of prey? He looked around
for the tell-tale pellets. It didn't take long for him to
find a fresh pellet, and with the help of his field guide he
soon analysed the pellet. A peregrine! He began the * mile
journey back to the farm.
Meanwhile, Arya had taken another meal. This time a
shabby old Jackdaw who was obviously ill and going
to die.
When Colin returned he showed the pellet to his dad.
"It's a Peregrine's. I've looked it up," he said excitedly
"Are you sure? Never 'ad any of them round 'ere"
'Tm positive. I found it under that big oak. There were
some remains of a kilL"
"Sure it wasn't one of them damn foxes?", replied his
Father: "Foxes don't hollow out their prey's breast do
,
they?"
"No, if it is a Peregrine it might still be around. We'll take
a look tomorrow morning. It might have roosted in the
copse by the old barn".
"We'll have to get up early or it might have gone by the
time we get there"
"O.K. I'll wake you".
There was no chance that Arya was going to be gone.
The Jackdaw that she'd eaten was diseased and Arya was
very ill.
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. as bag-bagging you draw nearer to my ivory hot house.

They travelled back again in silence . Colin thought of a
Peregrine in full flight soaring and stooping. Then of the

Now you can catch a glimpse through the shimmering
temperature of my white-walked ground floored home

helpless creature that was now dead.
.r

with its lush oasis garden which encircles my house with

Christopher Wollerton - 4th Year

its steamy greenery like Caesar's Laurels jewelled with
palm tree wind and coconut clouds.

Breakfast at 1 4 Sunrise Street

The island wind like the tour-guide buffs bluffs and

Mum:

Wake-up you lot! Our Jeanie's interview is at

Jeanie:

eleven, you hear me?
What? Oh yeah ! The i nterview, what time?

Mum:

Eleven, now get up !

In the midst of white-shadowed foam-salted walls, it wet ·
and warm heartedly whistles off to dance in our heat
waved tile-style rooms and as it leaves you it pauses to
yawn warm-warnings of rain.

James:

Hi Mum.

Mum:

Good morning.
Is it? What day is it, time, and what's for

Matthew :

blows you gently through the leaves and ushers you inside.

Follow me through our scented fruit-ripe summer house
and I'll show you my own room and from my window
look

b reakfast?
Mum:
James:
Mum:

fried

at

violet

petals push-pressing

I 'll need some money Mum, football match

thimbled humming bird who sips dips and tips violet nec

against Man United - I'm going with AI.

tar down its throat.

I'm

Outside, Caesar's Laurel leaves are pit patted with the
first thunder spits and looking out at the sky you see the

not made of money, millionaires don't

there.
What's this interview Mum? She going to be

heavy clouds bow and burst upon baking sun lizards who
awaken shaken and belly back home like lightening. And

a model or a Judge or a garage mechanic?
Mum:

wide-eyed

bread, O.K.? Jeanie, get up, you lazy girl!

half eight, bacon, eggs and

grow on trees you know ! There's a fiver over
Matthew :

wonder

against the glass. Look closer and see them wind-waver
trembling under the vibrating air fanned by the thirsty

Monday,

safe inside the wind returns and j oyfully embraces you

Now look my boy, we'll have none of your

silly goose pimply and deliciously i ce cube cool.

cheek, She's worked bloomin 'ard for that
job and there comes her moment of triumph.
Matthew:
. Jeanie:
Mum:

AM

Don't you spoil it for her!
I shall keep quiet and forever hold my peace.
Morning Mum, what time is it?
Oh there you are! Now sit down, take your
curlers out, have your breakfast - you can't go

Jeanie:

to work on an empty tummy!
Stop fussing Woman, it's not till eleven.

Matthew:

Going to be a model then - here comes design
number one; a dashing new dress in crepe-de
chine, peach in colour, it gives a delightful
evening
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look !

Designed

by

Mrs Grant (of

Sunrise street), it will cost you fifty quid.

James:

Roll on Manchester, up with

Mum:

with Spurs!
Will you all bleedin shut-up ! Look Matthew,

yo� and down

she isn't going to be a model or a garage mech

Alison Fa" (who presides over the school council).

anic or a judge, it's only an interview ! Now
James, get our of 'ere else we'll ave the whole
James:

lot of Man supporters round 'ere! Now-.
That'll be Albert, seeya then Mum.

Mum:

O.K. love! Bye!

Matthew:

Seeya Mum, I 'll go and play

No Wreaths
cricket with

The desolation of war is

Alex - be back at lunchtime.
Mum:

A frightful sight.

Kids, that's typical of them two !

Rows of loved ones
Now simple wooden crosses.

Carla Todd - 4th Year

Acres of them
No flags

Home

No wreaths, just mud

I wish you had visited my island home in the by-the
sea in-the-sea down town Nassau. A paradise island full

And died

of market-fish-fresh smiling people living in neat rows

Alike.

In which they lived

of pink and blue shoe box slave houses and riding on straw
hatted donkeys. I can see you now arriving plane-prickled

Julian Cox 3rd Year
-

heat headaches and hats; the bleached English tourist.

The Alley Cat

You come in sight now sandal-strolling down West Bay
street wisely skipping leather-slapping out of the burn.

A smelly old alley cat.

ing sun keeping to the side walks sandy and tree shades

I eat scraps out of bins

I'm an alley cat
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Farr

Fish and disgusting things
I'm used to being told
To shove off,
And having the odd shoe thrown.
People don't like me much
Cos I make a noise at night,
And give people a fright.
Roll on dawn mieow, roll on dawn
Mieow ...Mieow...Mieow...

The gas mask hidden beneath his coat.
marching off.
His comrades left him
Drowning in the foggy, choking fumes.
Stand here, my friend and see.
You would not laugh
and say ''We won the war",
If you could see the death,
the pain, the heartlessness of all this
waste.
These men, like you, had hearts,
They marched,
They followed flags and blind
beliefs.

Andrew Tillman - 3rd Year

Holiday
I 'm looking forward to half term. I'm quite excited
about going home tomorrow.

Clodagh Glaisyer - 3rd Year

Q What would I do given unlimited funds to enjoy myself?
A Have a whale of a time!
Although I like sci-fi and the like, I dont't think I'd ben
efit much from a trip to the moon. I'd much rather keep
feet on the ground, and besides my sister doesn't travel
too well and come to think of it, neither does my mum.
So that's ruled out.

Dens
I have always made dens. Some small, some large, some
tall and some short. The main reason that I have always
made dens if you want to be alone or have a quiet think
away from the family you can retire back to your den.
Dens are also good places to have fun, cooking, washing,
making gadgets and all sorts of other things. They can be
used for meeting people and generally having fun.

After handling small financial matters at home, paying
my sister's and my school fees for five years, buying a
new computer (the BBC) and a host of game cartridges,
set myself up with a penthouse and a Rolls Royce for when
I'm older and putting a million pounds into my young
saver's bank account and living off the interest, I'd smile.
After my newly appointed agent has handled that I'd be
ready to get down to the serious business of money
spending.
I 'd buy my sister Harrods and then go on a holiday with
Mum, Dad, dog, and Sara.
For the first half of our holiday we'd go to Italy and I
could sharpen up on my ski-ing. We'd get the best place in
the hotel and have champagne and caviare for breakfast.
After that I'd leave Italy and go to America. I'd relax .
and see the sights by private air conditioned, sound proof
choppers. I'd see the Grand Canyon, everywhere. Then I 'd
buy Disney Land for later because I can't do everything
in ten days can I?
Then I'd relax in the Bahamas for what's left of the hol
iday. Come back to England, give a million to charities
and another million to my moneybox and come back to
school.
Although all this sounds great. I 'd want it, but I'm more
interested in seeing my parents and dog and living a normal
life. Given the choice between all that above or taking all
the money and running, I for one could do with the excer
cise !
James Binns 3rd Year

The two most important things about dens are where
and how to build them. The position is important because
if you have it in the middle of a field it is obvious what it
is, but if you build it in the corner it is less likely to be
noticed. In building it you have to make it with things
like wood, corrugated iron and that type of thing, so it
looks as though someone has just dumped it here. Dens
near trees are good because the branches keep the rain off.
The problem of building dens in trees is the fact that they
tend to be small. Underground dens, though, take the
longest time to build-they, I think, are the best.
Cooking in dens is very good fun as long as there is no
straw or things that will burn easily. For good cooking
it is essential to have a square of chicken wire about 10"
X 18". This is used for cooking meat like salami, chops and
barbecueing. If you want a good fire charcoal is the best
thing to use as fuel. There are many recipies which involve
using a barbecue, so cooking can be fun!
William Hone - 2nd Year
Chad Difford.
The school was deeply saddened in May 1983 by the
death of Chad Difford, 13, following a road accident.
This poem was written a few days later by a friend and
fellow pupil of the second form, Joanna Mayes.

-

Life and Death
An Empty Field

When no point in living can be seen.
When the highest mountain has been climbed.
When reason has crumbled to the seas
Now is the time to look up to the skies with faith.

An empty field,
or so it seems
There is no life, no moving thing.
But a pool of stagnent blood,
mingles with the dirt.

Watchful eyes gaze down from the silver-lined clouds,
Can you see us? Can you feel us? Can you remember us?
We morn over your absense.
But we should smile for the freedom of your soul.

A body lies,
Where fumbling hands had reached,
Too late,

We survive in this cold world of war and anger
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While you relax in your own Heaven of peace.
We should not weep pathetically, but cry for j oy .
You have at last reached home: the fmal destination.
Painless and free.

in his life than the unchanging seas and life on this head
land, and he uttered words of ancient Greek. The seal

lifted its head and gazed with patience at his master's face.
The Americans watched with awe. The boy looked back at
the couple , sitting huddled in their boat, the look was such
a look of wisdom , that seemed not possible to come from
the wide brown eyes of a Greek child . Mr Armstrong
shifted uneasily and looked down into the bottom of the
boat. When he looked back the boy was gone, the caves
seemed empty , and they felt their presence unwanted .

Your soul dances in the freedom of the timeless skies above
But your spirit remains with us
In our hearts, our words, our thoughts.
Remember us Chad . . . . remember me.
And remember that I will never forget you.

Joanna Mayes 2nd Year
-

H e switched on th'e engine and turned the boat towards
the open sunshine. Two pairs of eyes watched the boat's
propellers spin in the water, two pairs of eyes 'sighed with
relief as peace, returned to the deserted caves of that lonely
Aegean island, and two pairs of eyes blinked through
the
.

As they said . . . . . . . they'd never return to that place.
It was a fresh , warm , summer's day, as Mrs Armstrong
opened the curtains of her hotel room. Her husband
groaned and turned over. Mr and Mrs Armstrong were
on their summer vacation - on an island in the Aegean Sea.
They were an American couple , who had come to study
the caves under the southern cliffs of the island .

clear water.

Mr and Mrs Armstrong boarded the plane the following
day. As the evening sunlight caught the wing of the plane,
Mrs Armstrong gazed down at the barren island, a ,mere

dot in the Aegean Sea. She remembered that eerie gaze of
the child , it haunted her. She presently ran her red fInger
tips through her wiry, greying hair and sipped her
champagne - as though to push the past away back into
those lonely islands.

After a healthy breakfast Mr Armstrong patted his
massive stomach and sat back in the unsteady chair.
"Looks like its gonna be a nice day, darlin" he said,
tucking in his multi-coloured flowered shirt. Mrs Armstrong
nodded in agreement, as she drank down a considerably
large dose of vitamin pills.

Joanna Mayes 3rd year

"I've told Jack to get the boat ready ; we'll be off for
St Francis' caves in 'bout quarter of an hour".

Fear
My fears were very unusual when I was small. None of

Mr Armstrong pulled hard at the cord , and the outboard
motor roared into life. They began towards the reefs,
splashing over the crests of the waves, as they lapped up
the sun-drenched beach. The boat rounded the cliff-face,
and the entrance to the caves came into view. Mrs
Aimstrong gasped in awe.
"Well I never, how quaint! "
The tall cliffs loomed up in front of them and , below,
the dark forbidding entrances gaped like open mouths,
waiting.

them were normal ones, like being afraid of spiders or
things of that sort. These are some of them When I was about three or four I had a toy who I
named Kimmy and I took him to bed every night with me.
Now I used to suck my fmgers and one night I woke up and
my mind b egan to wander like it does with so many people.

I hit on the idea, when looking at Kimmy, that he might
steal my fmgers and suck them himself. I drifted into an
uneasy sleep. For several nights after that I couldn't go to
sleep for fear that when I woke up my fmgers would have
gone .

They turned down the engine and the power-boat
chunted under the fIrst arch. The tunnel ran far away into
the cliffs, it smelt damp and they were aware of water
dripping down the dark,walls surrounding them. Mrs
Armstrong shuddered. The cool dampness was a sudden
change from the Greek sunshine behind them.
The boat continueddown the dark tunnel the currents
of the waves gently lapping against the walls. Now it was
almost pitch dark and Mr Armstrong reached for the torch .
He switched it on, and it lit up the surroun<iing walls.

In the end I tossed him out of my bed and he didn't
ever return.
Another of my fears was when I would wake up in the
dark and hear the floorboards creak. In my imagination it
would be somebody walking about on the landing, they
would enter my room and bend over my frozen body,
stiff with fear. Then I would scream and scream until

my mother would wake up and hear me and come and tell
me it was all right and that there was nothing there.

Turning off the engine , they sat in silence gazing at the
shapes and sizes of the rock , which had evolved over
millions of years. The �ater lapped against the boat, and
the damp dripped ominously around them .

The last fear I am going to tell you about is a night
mare. After I first had this nightmare I was terribly afraid
I would have it again.

Suddenly , as he turned the torch, he caught a movement
behind the rock . He flicked the torch back, and there ,
sitting on the rock , was a boy . Mrs Armstrong gasped again
and clung on to her husband's fleshy arm . The boy was
dark, he wore a pair of shorts and it was just possible to see
a chain of some sort of coral around his neck. He sat there
still, motionless. Watching, waiting. It wasn't his appearance
that sent a chill of fear down the spines of the American

It was about these 'things' who came in millions right
to the front of my mind , there were so many of them it

was dazzling. Suddenly they all drifted away leaving
just one left. Then in a second or two they were all back
again. This happened three or four times and I was still
very frightened when I woke up in the morning. Now I
look back and think of this nightmare it seems very silly
to be frightened of something like it, but then very often
nightmares are only frightening when you are dreaming
them . When you wake up and think about them they are

couple, it was the look in his eyes. They stared so hard , '
showing no fear, no emotion . . . . . nothing. The blankness
of his expression suggested that he had not seen much more
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not frightening because you are back in reality.

In The Bush

All in all fear is a very strange thing.

A long, brown landscape
Spreading away into
The shimmering heat-haze on the horizon,
So you can't tell
Where land meets sky.

Catherine Stokes - 3rd Year

Loss of Sight
With my sight in my hands
I feel my way
Through the obstacles of life

From the top of my hillock

I can see all the bush around,
Dusty and accustomed
To hard, dry life ;
But here and there an occasional
Flash of green,
Such as the thorn tree I'm sitting under.

And the pain in my way.

It hurts to hear people say:
"Do you like this?"
And "isn't this pretty?"
While I stand alone
Not knowing even it's colour.

There's total silence ,
All living things
Quiet in the murderous heat.
The sun beats down
Through a cloudless sky
There's only my world
Such a contrast between
The brown and the blue
Like two hemispheres,
Stuck together with me in the middle .

All I seem to ever feel
Is self pity , all too real,
I sit alone
I think alone
And feel alone when in company
Nobody worries
Nobody cares

Nobody knows what it's like ,
Sitting alone or mumbling tones
I always feel the same.
It's not so bad now ,

The sweat trickles down my back
And I take a drink
From my lukwarm water bottle.
Ah, it's good;
Such a simple tasteless drink ,
But out here
The elexir of life .

It's not so bad now,
After a good two years
Images are drifting away
And I fmd myself imagining things,
Perhaps the wrong way ! .

I'm quite lucky really ,
To have it.
Out there, in the cruel harshenesss of the bush
There are many animals,
Searching, only searching,
Living only to live.

I once described an evening sky
To a close friend sitting nearby.

I got it all wrong.
'Cause my memory's gone
Nothing's very real anymore .

So this is the bush,
Just endless rolling wildland
Filled with beautiful animals.
It doesn't seem important,
F or I feel I 've been here
A thousand times,
Lived this moment
Like so many moments before;
And suddenly

Becca Tilley - 5th Year

The Link
Once in a while,
Perhaps in a lifetime.

There's a person,
Fresh and free and special.

And you know every feeling,

I know how important it is,
Because out here my spirit's as free as the wind.

Every fleeting emotion
That crosses their mind,

A mind that's tuned to you
Like a link touching time.

David Nicholas

David Nicholas

Josie and Mick Canning.
Sibford Ferris.
TELEPHONE: SWALCLIFFE 321.
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The Pirates of Penzance
Bloggs sitting at the back! ." The task was made easier when
we had to rehearse dialogue in the gym and compete with
the builders who were creating the new remedial above us!

Sixth former Amanda Endersby remembers the time
�nd work and the fun that went into the summer product
zon.

About a week before the performance we were presen
ted with some very fine costumes, courtesy of Lesley Jones,
and had just a few hitches with those that had been hired.
Peter Doney (the pirate king) nearly crippled himself
wearing two left boots during a couple of rehearsals. And
then the female chorus tried on their bonnets, and very
pretty they looked too, but alas their ears were covered
and the volume dropped dramatically - as did the bonnets.

So this is the cast? there were over fifty of us gathered
in the hall wondering how on earth we could begin a
production that we'd just seen performed in Drury Lane
by first class professional singers and actors. Tony Rye
made us all stand up and sing a hymn, and after a while
we seemed tn be making more noise than the whole school
does every morning (is this difficult?). Well it encouraged
us and we soon had our heads burried in copies, trying
to learn one hundred songs !

My favourite entrance has to be the one made by the
'noble men in blue' the policemen of course. Karl Shade
made ' a good job of the sergeant, leading his lily-livered
band which seemed strangely to comprise of a good deal of
6th form and the headmaster! Another soloist who did
extremely well was David Glover (SaID). He mastered the
part through mueh hard work and his performance cert
ainly impressed me.

For the first few weeks we attempted to master the
words and tunes before being let loose on stage (with
swords and pistols!) The major parts were auditioned for
and I think I was very lucky to be given the part of Ruth
(the pirate maid). I think all the soloists will agree that the
hardest task was to sing solo for the first time in front
of the rest of the cast. But looking at everyone walking
round school singing their lines two days before the first
perfomance, those first nerves seemed to have been a long
time ago.

Wednesday 10th July frnally arrived. The dress rehearsal
had gone well. We were enjoying ourselves and looki �g
forward to a few favourite moments, such as the pirates
capturing General Stanley's daughters, (you would never
have believed that Jeanette Skeath had ever set eyes on
Tony Skeath, watching the way she tried to fight him
om).

�he hero of the show, Frederick, was kindly played by
Chnstopher Moore who had been teaching at Sibford the
previous year and played Ralph in H.M.S. Pinafore. Un
fortunately he was unable to attend the first rehearsals due
to co�mitments in Oxford, and he was much appreciated,
espeCIally by people such as myself, as it's rather difficult
to sing a solo duet!

The make-up was plastered on, and so was the deod
erant, thankfully! It was unbelievably hot on stage ; and the
worst part was sitting through the overture and wondering
how many people are sitting out there. The curtain opened
and we were off, swashbuckling our way through Act 1.
The interval was soon upon us and there was a lightning
pirates-to-policemen change, and Mike Finch, Lisa Taylor
and Mike Spring (make-up) had to whiten faces and add
some very rosey cheeks and silly moustaches. Somehow
it was all done in ten minutes and Act 11 started, and await
ed my favourite entrance, having changed into a pirate
uniform.

The leading lady, Mabel, was played by Sarah Foulds
and this was her first major part in an opera, and she
managed it well; she naturally enough started feeling
nervous and had to get used to being on stage, and being
audible. She succeeded in handling some very difficult
passages and seemed well in command of her part.
Straight after half term we were all promoted to the
stage having been well trained by Tony Rye to sing the
right notes in the right places - well we were nearly there !
The task of acting was made much easier against the back
drop of Ken Spring's excellent scenery. Polly Rae-Scott
now had the mammoth task of organising all 60/80 of us
so tha� all faces could be seen. She soon had us perching
on vanous levels of shaky rostering, telling us: " imagine
yourselves in a sunny bay in Cornwall ; girls, you skip in
singing gaily about the hills and daisies".
"You what Miss?"
�u t she soon had us yelling at the tops of our voices (or
so It seemed on stage) for the benefit of "deaf granny

past office

It was all over in two and a half hours, and the second
night seemed to go even more quickly than the first.
Suddenly everyone had gone and the stage was empty,
save a few peices of painted hardboard. But the work
had been done and had paid off with two highly successful
performances, helped along by many members of the
school.
I just hope that I'll be able to come back next year to see
'The Mikado', before you all lose your voices!

General groceries and
postal services.
Mrs Barbra Dyer Sibford Ferris
Swalcliffe 975
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The Pirates ofPenzance 1 983.
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The Presidents Address

'
ship., To call somebody a friend you really have t o b e with

The President on Friendship

that person. Most of us want the same things in our friend
ships; honesty , a sharing of feelings and thoughts, sympathy,
support and fun. Those of us who are not getting these
qualities from others might ask "Do I, myself, offer these
same things to others?" There is no guarantee that being

Nearly everyone, on visiting Sibford School for the
first time, comments on its atmosphere offriendliness,
and at the presidential dinner at the old scholars ' reunion
in August, .frene Smith chose friendship as the theme of
her address.

a model of what you want will produce positive results,
but the probabilities will increase very dramatically.

Over 100 years ago Emerson lamented that too often
casual acquaintances are mistaken for true friends. There
is even greater confusion about the meaning of friendship
to-day. If we want to develop satisfying friendships it is
important that we have a clear notion of what we are
striving to achieve. We need to know what friendship is,
and what it is not. To define friendship is difficult because
of the various relationships - casual relations - friendly
relations - love relationships. To some there is no distinc
tion between an acquaintance and a friend. Others use the
title of 'friend' ·cautiously. To these the only friendships
are the ideal ; a friend is a friend all the way - total love,
support and trust always present - or the friend is no
friend at all. When speaking of a friend we may be talking
about a co-worker, a neighbour, a weekly tennis companion,
a couple, a mate, a relative, an old room mate or one of a
hundred acquaintances.

How do you protect the quality of a close friendship?
The answer is simple, you attempt to move closer to your
friend, you take him or her into your confidence and share
your thoughts and feelings. You give what you want to
get. On what basis do we choose a friend? How do we make
a friend out of a large pool of acquaintances? It is easy
enough to say that friendships are likely to be built around
common interests and values. But that isn't enough to
explain close relationships. Many of our acquaintances
have similar interests and values compatible with our own,
yet we form strong ties with only a few of them. We can
list the appealing qualities in friendships: open-ness, trust,
good humour, sensitivity and the like, but we probably
have acquaintances with the many of those qualities who
fall to ignite in us the spark of interest, the loyalty of
close attachment. Some of our closest friends have some
very irritating qualities. There seems to be no satisfactory
answer. Like religion, friendship demands an initial leap of
faith or daring that may be developed or eventually pur
sued no further.

Friendships are conducted at many levels of intensity
and serve different functions or needs. We are the archi
tects of our own friendships, choosing them and developing
them in the ways that suit our needs. The friends most
apt to last are those with whom we share crucial times and
who change as we change. The importance of caring, and
making secure, strong friendships cannot be over-empha
sised. Caring is understanding, being willing to identify with

Two are many
Beyond social class and age factors, which every study
affirms to be important, the reason why two people join in
friendship cannot be fully explained and the basis of
friendship remains a mystery. One friend in a lifetime
according to Henry Adams, is much, two are many, three
are hardly possible. There are three kinds of friends - best
friends, guest friends and past friends. Our families will
put up with us even when we do things of which they
do not approve because they feel that we belong to them,
but if you fall out with <\ friend it may mean the end of
the friendship.

the sorrows and joys of others, to put ourselves in their
place, to have it really matter to us how they are getting on
in good fortune, happiness, well being and prosperity. Close
friends will lend a sympathetic ear, offer constructive
advice when they can and when we are ready for it.

Male friendships revolve almost exclusively around work

and play. The office, assembly line, hobby or sports activity
are the focal areas of friendship and talk. The male friend

ships rarely include personal confidential exchanges. Men
who have known each other for years may not know about
each other's family problems or crises. Women, unlike men,
do use their friendships to share difficult times and ask for
help. Their friendships have more personal quality or
character. They would be more likely to have a close and
intimate female confidant.

A 'Thought for the Day' Broadcast by the BBC said:
"Friendship ought to be material for the more reflective
side of culture. How often have you seen an article in a

popular magazine on how to be a good friend? The book
stalls are crammed with evidence on how to be a good
lover, a success with the opposite sex, and there are plenty
of books on marriage and parenthood, but not on friend
ship.

Early shared experiences, school, college, the first days
on jobs tend to create lasting friendships. As one gets older
one does not look particularly for friends in one's field. It
is not always possible to determine precisely how or when a
decision was made to begin a friendship. Ooviously there
had to be some shared interest, similar attitude, mutual
assumptions and understanding of each other.

Friends do not pretend

"Yet where would we be without our friends? Imagine '
yourself without friends, how much do you rely on them
to be there, to be part of the supporting fabric of your
life? Friendship seems to me to be characterised above all
by liking. We choose our friends, by and large, we do not
have them chosen for us, though I think it is common
experience to end up firm friends with someone we dislike
or discounted on first a meeting.

A friend is someone with whom you do not have to
pretend ; someone on whom you can rely; someone you
would like to have stay in your home, or with whom you
would stay. When you imagine being with someone for a
period, being that close, it is a good indication of friend-

"On the whole we make friends with people because we
like them and surely part of the reassuring and nourishing
side of friendship is the 'being liked', to know that some
one is not-merely being civil or accepting, but they positi
vely like and value us. After all friendship is based on trust.
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There are after all no natural ties as there are in a family
to protect and guard us and to undergird the relationships.
We have to forge our friendships without such helP'= We are
bound to our friends by ties of trust."
And I will end with this quotation from Albert Camus Don't walk in front of me

I may not follow.
Don't walk behind me
I may not lead.
Walk beside me
And just be my friend.

Teamsmanship too
Jeanne Southan, is thanking Irene for her address,
emphasised the inportance of teamsmanship to comple
ment friendship , and recalled especially Irene's stirling
contributions to the hockey team at school, to the friend
ships surrounding her family life and to her outstanding

Kenneth and Robin Greaves.

role in the life of the S .O .S .A . As an old friend, whose
family had grown up with Irene's, she was well aware of
Irene's capacity for friendship and all that friendship
implied.

of this, secretary of that, they are active members of
organisations concerned with local history , literature ,
ornithology; and they have helped to set up a village

society to encourage local people to get to know their
neighbours. Their interest in dyslexia continues through
membership of the Lancaster Dyslexia Association and
they do a small amount of private coaching in this conne
xion. Robin has taken up spinning, and Kenneth does
woodwork and sings in two choirs; and they are both
keen gardeners and fell-walkers.

Meet the Presidents
Robin Greaves spent her early years in Manchester until
the family moved to Yealand Conyers, some ten miles
north of Lancaster, at the beginning of the war. She was at
Ackworth, which she very much enjoyed, from 1 938 until
1 943 , spending her holidays helping with the evacuation
school of which her mother was in charge at Yealand
Manor. She transferred to The Mount for her Sixth Form
years, and to the horror of the headmistress was elected
head ·girl. In 1 945 she went to Manchester University and

They have four children, one grandson - and not much
spare time.

JOHNSONS

took a degree in Social Administration with a view to mak
ing a career in social work. As an interim appointment she
joined the staff at Ackworth as mistress on duty , and in
the event stayed there until shortly before her marriage in
1 95 1 .

Kenneth Greaves was born in Sutton Coldfield and was
'educated' (the quotation marks are important) at the
local grammar school. Leaving school at sixteen he worked
first in a factory and then as an office clerk until, as a newly
recruited Territorial soldier, he was mobilised for army service
in August 1939. Commissioned 1940 he saw active service in
Egypt, North Africa and Italy. After the war he spent a year
at Birmingham University before going up to Cambridge to
read English and then to London for his post-graduate
teacher training. While at Cambridge he met Robin, and
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they were married at Yealand in 1 95 1 .

At first they lived in Keighley, where Kenneth taught
at the boys' grammar school ; and then began the round

of Friends' schools - Sidcot in the fifties, then a year at

Ackworth, and then to Wigton where Kenneth was head
master for eleven years before moving to Sibford in 1 972.
It was at Wigton that their interest in dyslexia began,
which led eventually to the setting-up of the remedial
department at Sibford.

A L L TYPES OF B U I L D I N G
MATE R IA L R EQU I R E M E NTS - DE L I V E RY

30 M I LES RAD I US OF BAN B U RY
- TW I CE WE E K LY

Kenneth and Robin retired in 1 980 and have settled in
Yealand Conyers, not far from Robin's family home. They
are both active in Yealand Friends Meeting and help with
the schools' 'Pilgrimages' and the many other Quaker .
groups who come to visit the area where the Society of
Friends had its beginnings in the 1 7th century . Chairman

Telephone: Deddington (0869) 38275
CHAP E L SQUAR E , D E D D I N GTON
OXFORD
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Wending withersoever
they
.
wilen

Judi Thorpe (nee Heathwaite , 1 950 - 55) is a social worker
. in a fostering and adoption unit of the social services dep
artment at Calderdale (Halifax) - "lovely work, but not
made easier by Government cuts". Says she found the
school "looking lovely" when she called in during the
summer and found a warm welcome from the school
secretary and Mike Finch (a contemporary) "who hasn't

Stephen Creak, who left Sibford in 1 98 1 , writes: "After
a spell at college , and jobs which were boring, I am now a
sales rep. selling apple computers. In my spare time I'm a
soldier in one of the local Territorial Army Units, with
whom I have �en to Germany on some of the big NATO
exercises" .

changed much". Ah well, plus ca change . . . . .

Anthony Hill , now a sergeant in the Metropolitan Police
(Inner London District), writing from his home in

Kitty Baker-8hort , of Woodburn Green, Bucks a life mem
ber, sends a cheque for £ 100 for a life membership sub
scription for her nephew Eric ( 1973-78) in memory of his
father Gerald Brown ( 1 94347) of Oxford, who died after
a heart attack in February , after early retirement from
teaching.

Cheltenham regrets that reunions happen "at the same
time as mass demonstrations . . . . . . consequently I am on
duty . . . . . .
so I can only wish you well and hope that
one day we'll all meet."
Harriet Jones ( 1 975 - 80) of Aldermirrster, south Warwick
shire , is approaching the end of her four years' apprentice
ship in mechanical engineering with C .A. Norgren Ltd . , .
of Shipston-on-Stour. Always interested in mechanical
things and in using her hands (she enjoyed metal work at
school). Harriet first wanted to be a helicopter pilot , then
a helicopter technician in the WRNS, and it was the careers
officer from Banbury, on a routine visit to Sibford, who
turned her thoughts toward industry and to C. A. Norgren.
English language , maths and science were important in her
application for an apprenticeship.
Harriet is still the first and only girl among the N orgren
apprentices and is obviously still as happy as when she ·
wrote, in the 198 1 magazine "I love it! " . In August she
receives her indentures, or, to quote her again "I get me
teef put in".

Rainer Guillery , who was at Sibford in the early forties Phillip Manasseh was a contemporyary and fellow prefect becomes the new Dr Lee's Professor of Anatomy at Oxford
University in September, succeeding Professor Charles
Philips, who retires. Rainer is presently professor of pharm
acology and physical sciences at the University of Chicago
and had previously been lecturer in anotomy at University
College, London. After a reunion meeting with Rainer in
Oxford, Phillip said he felt there were good possibilities of
Rainer giving the Leslie B aily lecture in 1 9 8 5 . Phillip will
then be President of the SOSA.
Howard Campion, ( 19 1 2- 1 6) sends his annual greetings to

old scholars and requests a new SOSA tie. (What happened
to the SOSA tie and blazer you wore with such elan in the
thirties Howard?).
Mary Rees ( 1 966-7 1) has been working in the Bodleian

Home and abroad

Library at Oxford for the last ten years, mainly in the
map section.

Bernard Blunson ( 1 925-3 0) and his wife have finally
returned from New Zealand to retire at Dartmouth.
Bernard , who is renewing his membership, says they called
at Perth on the way home, to visit his aunt Edith Lamb ,
whose husband was the late Joseph Lamb of Sibford.

Jolyon Fyfield ( 1 942-47) qualified as a chartered civil
engineer specialising in drainage , and is now principal
assistant engineer with the Eastbourne Borough Council
responsible for the town's entire drainage and sewage
systems. Rarely able to attend reunions, Jolyon feels
diffident about meeting old acquaintances again. (Ever
think they'd be glad to see you Jolyon?). He recalls the
final days of the original Elm , and still has his souvenir
piece from the shell, seasoned and polished by Roland
Herbert.

Edith, who went to Australia 25 years ago, is now 96,
"frail but very active mentally" and is lovingly cared for
by Bernard's cousin Jennifer Wilson.

"Aunt Edith" Bernard says "recalls looking after Paul
Eddington, the actor, when he came to Sibford as a pupil
in the thirties. He is distantly connected to the Lamb
family and she looked after him at The Old House by the
white gates". (Edith Lamb died not long after we received
Bernard's letter).

David Podmore ( 1 974-78) continues his City and Guilds
exam studies in craft catering at Shrewsbury, and last year
won the college award for his group in the job evaluation
and work experience course . His father, sending on David's
SOSA sub, writes of David's great love for Sibford , and is
sure he will continue the association after leaving college.

Pamela Ramsay (nee Gilbert, 1 94046) a life member,
writes from New South Wales: "I have received many a
welcome Sib ford magazine . . . . . and avidly scan through
them for news of my contemporaries . . . . . Congratulations
to Pip Manasseh on becoming Chairman of the School
Committee . . . . Here on the farm in N.S.W. we are rejoic
ing after wonderful rains - so much of Australia has been
suffering from drought - we are getting ready to sow
wheat, but this is a mixed farm with sheep cattle and
pigs . . . . . Only one of our six daughters is still at school,
our eldest was married in January , two are at home on the
farm, onMS in Canada and one is working at the bank".
Pamela sends a cheque "to place wherever it's most useful",

Rex Tilley ( 1 926 - 30) sends a cheque for £20 realising
"how little the subscriptions of older life members can go
towards today's expenses". Several old scholars have revea
led similar evidence of a tender conscience, and we hope
others will be afflicted in like manner. Rex recalls the last
year of the Harrods at Sibford - "a very happy period of
my life " - with kind memories of "James Thorpe, Roland
Herbert , Frank Parkin , Ford Dunn, Miss Pym, Miss Mort
imer and others".
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in 'Hunziker Hall', one of the two theatres within the
department, the other being the purpose - built 'Shea
Auditorium for the Performing Arts'. I got a part in a
Pioneer Players production called 'To be Young Gifted and

and would warmly welcome any OS travelling down under
"especially girls in Braithwaite in 1 945".

Frank Kaye ( 1 9394 1) writes from Marion, South 1\ustralia,
giving us warning of his likely presence at the 1 983 reunion
(he came, and we were glad to see him) and remembering
Phillip Manasseh who, like Frank, is an old Harper Adams
College man. Frank and his wife came over to see their
grandchildren in Lancashire . Frank also had work to do at
Reading for S .A. Department of Agriculture, for whom
he had been doing rehabilitation work in NSW among the

Black ' , a play about the life of Lorraine Hansberry, which
was an ideal way of meeting people. It ran for several weeks
in February.

I enjoyed many weekend trips into New Y-ork City,
went to the theatre on Broadway, and various clubs and
restaurants. One evening I was taken to the Rainbow
Room , the scene of many Fred Astaire films, where I was
wined and dined on the 68th floor and enj oyed marvellous
views of New York City and the Empire State Building.

farmers who had suffered in the terrible bush fires last
year.

Grace and Chris Little wrote from Nairobi also warning us
of their intended presence at the 1 983 reunion. They are
now retired and living at Rustington in West Sussex.

F or four hours every S aturday night I had a radio
show , which also went out over cable television, and this
has proved an invaluable experience. I am now working
on a special exercise for my degree with help from the BBC
at Broadcasting House and Capital Radio , through the IBA.

On the 68th floor in
New York

Throughout my time in the States , I worked with a
professional improvisation company called 'Good Clean
Fun', which included four males, one girl and a director.
We rehearsed for three and a half hours a day, seven days a
week, and performed regularly in clubs , pubs, schools
and theatres in New Jersey and New York.

Sarah Barfoot, who left Sibford in 1 980 and wrote
about her hopes in the theatre in last year 's magaZine,
recalls life in a college ofperforming arts in New Jersey.

I thoroughly enjoyed my trip to America. The planned
six months stay lasted for nearly ten, and I am already
making plans to return in the near future - graduation
permitting!

The campus of the William Paterson College in New
Jersey, covers the top of a small mountain, one of the high
est peaks in the state with a breath - taking view of the
skyline of New York. I arrived there on January 1 7th 1 983
with four feet of snow on the ground and just in time for
the worst blizzard for about 1 5 years! So all classes were
cancelled and I spent the first days sledging, playing in the
snow , and enjoying parties behind beautiful frozen water
falls.

Dual role.
On 27th November Sarah announced her engagement to

Mark Andrew Heenehan, an actor graduate (B.A.) of New
Jersey. Both Sarah and Mark are presently in the UK for
some months.

When classes resumed I attended the drama department

Carpet Man
Supplier & Fitter of
Quality Carpets at
Discount Prices

CASTLE CENTR E, BAN BURY, OXON.
Tel. 53462

The Curtain and
Dress Fabric Specialists
Comprehensive Ranges
at
Competitive Prices
DRESS PATTERNS - CURTAIN
FABRICS - SEWING AIDS
PAPER PATTERNS
-

Tel : Banbury 5 1 978
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Healing and making whole
Ruth Farr was the youngest of the five Farr sisters - and very attractive girls they were - who were at Sibford during
and after the first world war.
More than 50 years later we met Ruth again at Groombridge in Kent, at the centre founded by the late Dorothy
Kerin, where spiritual and medical resources are used in the treatment of illness.
In what follows, Ruth tells us of her association with the founder and of her own life since their first meeting.
I think it was in 1 928 that I left Sibford and by the time
I had reached my later teens, though nothing really dra
matic had happened to me, I had entered - happily at first
- a period of agnosticism in which I looked upon myself as
emancipated. I spent a good deal of time writing. Once
there was a short story published but mostly I was after
bigger game than that, though without much encourage
ment from publishers. My health was not good and I was
not a happy person. The agnosticism which had at first
suggested a desirable escape had lost its chann and instead
provoked in me, now, only one haunting question: "If
there is a God, what is God really like? All that is evil
seems, on the whole, to have the' ascendancy."

whole ethos of this life and ministry. In the Healing Minis
try, with one or two exceptions perhaps, she was isolated in
her approach. Her approach is made clear in the words
which are read out at every Healing Service at Burrswood:"Let us by an act of the will place ourselves in the
presence of our Divine Lord , and with an act of faith ask
that He will empty us of self and of all desire save that
His Most Blessed Will may be done, and that it may
illumine our hearts and minds. We...can then gather to
gether all those for whom our prayers have been asked,
and hold them silently up to Him, making no special
request - neither asking nor beseeching - but just ·
resting, with them, in Him, desiring nothing but that
Our Lord may be glorified in them."

Under some gentle pressure from my father, I decided to
train for what might be a more stable career than writing. I
chose designing of furniture and trained for some years at
the Central School of Arts and Crafts and then entered a
well-known furniture-making firm in Worcestershire. By
this time the war had broken out and very soon all possi
bility of designing had given way to war work .

The return
In the Ministry of Healing this approach was unique in
its entire abandonment to the Will of God. Also the words
she used "If it be Thy Will, take my hands and use them for
Thy Glory" (she did not wish to imply that God was tied
to the use of her hands). These words had to be altered

There came a moment when I ceased to be an agnostic
and Christ became a reality in my life but my new convic

after her death to " According to Thy Will take my hands
and use them for Thy Glory", to meet the requirements
of certain sections within the Church. But otherwise
her wording has not been altered in our services. Such an
approach arose out of the fact that during the ravaging
illness (general tuberculosis) to which she had become a
victim from the age of twelve to twenty-one years old,
she never once prayed any other way herself and at that
time, on February 1 8th 1 9 1 2 , she appeared to die. Her
breathing ceased for 8 minutes, also her heartbeat: those
around her bed then saw her dreadfully emaciated little
form restored to life - to complete health. They were
frightened and astonished by this miraculous resotI'ation
in which there was no human intermediary . Her weight
increased that night by three stones and by the following
evening another two stones had been added, such was the
incredible nature of the healing.

tion had not yet veered towards any institutional belief
despite my Quaker background. I was still groping. I
asked myself, if Christ was real, as I now believed Him to
be, what had happened to the miracles? What was wrong
with things, that they didn't occur as they had during
the earthly life of Christ?

Dorothy Kerin
I was very fortunate at this point to hear of Dorothy
Kerin, who had received a most remarkable miraculous
healing in 19 1 2 . Not only was it a most convincing proof
for me that God still heals today as in the time of Jairus'
daughter but it was clear also that Dorothy Kerin was still
alive (this was in 1 942) and that she was used as a channel
of healing herself.
Meeting her as I did was the hinge moment of my life .
It would take too long to tell of the ramifications of that
moment. I realised that I was in the process of a spiritual
genius - a rare and lovely person and that the source of her
genius was the Holy Spirit. There was a love that emanated
from her even when she was wordless.

Healing
When it became clear to her that she was to heal the sick
and comfort the sorrowing and give faith to the faithless,
she entered a long period of preparation but by 1 930 she
had started her ministry within the Church. During this
whole period and to the end of her life, there were certain
significant convictions of hers that never altered. The first
was her conviction which prompted the prayer which we
have already quoted , the second was that healing, though
tremendously important, was not the most important
thing of all. Our spiritual happiness - our faith in Christ,
was paramount and this in no way prevented the most
remarkable healings taking plac{l at times. Within these

Though I did not realise it at the time, Ruth had met her
Naomi. I was to stay with her and work for her for the rest
of her life , and after; and as Boswell soaked up the observ
able details of Johnson's life , I found from the start I was
instinctively absorbing the essence of this remarkable
person.
I don't think it was until I wrote of her later that I
realised quite how different and how valuable was the
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squash racquets and £ 5 0 t o each house.
The annual outing for non-exeat pupils took the form
of a visit to Warwick castle , followed by a 'nosh-up' at the
Little Chef cafe , and was a thoroughly enjoyable day
owing much, once again, to coach driver Mike Wollerton
and Tanner coaches. A major development this year was the
new sports club (open to village residents) organised by
Joan Broads.
The continued enthusiastic support of Jim and Maur
een Graham at the committee me,etings is very gratifying.

wide boundaries lies the ethos of Burrswood, with its
emphasis on wholeness and healing according to God's
plan and a full recognition of the essential role of medical
doctors.

r

It was in this milieu I found myself, never suspecting I
would spend the rest of my life here. It was here I became
her Goddaughter, having embraced the Anglican faith. Of
this, may I say at once that I am aware of the debt I owe to
my Quaker beginnings and have ever believed that there is
a marked affinity in the silences of the Quakers and the
contemplative approach of the more catholic orientated
Anglican.

Elmology

Although I am now beyond retiring age, I am still very
much involved in the work of Burrswood, which in my
case ranges from such things as feeding the editor of the
Burrswood Herald with material for the magazine , to
hostessing, to being the person who deals with technical
problems and many other facets of the work. My instinct
for the technical side of things was discovered and en
couraged at Sibford in the woodwork classes. My instinct
for writing took a fillip from a prize award at Sibford
which took some of us abroad. This writing instinct enabled
me to write about Dorothy Kerin's incredible story soon
after her death, under the title of ''Will you come back?"
which I unblushingly commend to those who would know
more of the remarkable story of Burrswood than I can
possibly cover here . It has the virtue of being the only
book of this subject where the author's authenticity arises
out of twenty years' close association with the late Dorothy
Kerin.

Frank Rollett, Keeper of the Sibford Elm, reports that
not only are the two replacement saplings thriving in their
enclosure, but that across the road several new shoots (not
suckers) have grown to a height of five feet from the
shoulder of the Ancient One. Reports of the death of that
venerable husk may yet prove premature. Anyway, if the
suckers prosper under the tender care of their keeper it is

hoped to enclose them in a protective barricade. Very few
remnants of the elm demolished last year now remain.
Anyone interested should contact the keeper.
Diary dates for 1984
Spring term ends on 6th April. Summer term begins
on 30th April and ends 6th July with half term 25th May 30th May and Open Day 23rd June. SOSA Reunion week
end 2 5 th - 27th August. Autumn term begins 3rd Septem
ber and ends 14th December with General Meeting 20th
October.

Note: "Will you come back" by Ruth Farr, obtainable

from Dorothy Kerin Trust, Burrswood, Groombridge ,
Tunbridge Wells, Kent, price £ 1 .00 and postage 20�p.

The lJnknown Benefactor.
Frank Rollet once again announces a gift to SOSA
funds of £70 from an unknown friend - for the 1 0th year in
succession. (He/she even allows for inflation! ) From the
SOSA again - our thanks.
The Baily lecturer 1984
. Loraine Brown, who gives the Baily Lecture in 1 984,
was at Sibford from 1 940 to 1 944 . Her father Howard
Quinton, and mother, formerly Doris Horton, taught art
and music at Sib ford in the twenties. Loraine continued her
education at Windsor Grammar School and at London
University, where she met and married Phillip Brown, who
retired last year after a career with the UK Atomic Energy

for

Authority . Loraine's professional career has been devoted
to social work, most recently as N .W. Regional Organiser
for the National Childrens' Homes.

SIGNWRITING
SCREENPRINTING
ENGRAVING

Friends of Sibford
Maureen Rivers, of Sib ford Gower, parent of a school
pupil, succeeded John Endersby as chairman of committee,
new members of which are Ann Bond, Margaret Last,
Michael Finch and Jeannette Skeath.
Numbers are up this year - they tend to fluctuate
anyway, as the friends of Sibford incorporate the old
P.T.A. Gifts to 'the School this year (total valu e : £ 1 055)
included a sewing machine, field/games kit, musical instru
ments, photographic flat copier, biology slide projector,

Tel :
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( 0295) 73707

At Barclays we offer you far more than just a safe
place to keep your cash.
Whether you're still at Sibford or an Old Scholar we can
offer a whole range of services from Supersaver Accounts and
free banking for the under 17 s to help with your investments
or advice on expanding your business.
Altogether we offer a range of 300 different services.
Only one of which is cashing cheques.
Find out more about our services now by calling in at
your local Barclays branch.

��
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BARCLAYS

On and of! the Campus
Nansen Girls
After Christmas Miss Nussey left and Mrs Endersby
came to take over. Miss Nussey is now in an all-girls' inde

pendent school in Guildford where people actually want to
learn how to make jam tarts!
For our Christmas party we had a surprise dinner by
candlelight down in the common room. It was organised by

the house staff and we invited Nicole, the Dutch student.

We haven't done too badly in sport this year. The
juniors swept the board in swimming, but we lost overall
because of the seniors. In athletics however we came third.
Tennis we won due to the overwhelming participation by
everyone in the house. Thanks to Vicky Jupp for the good
organisation. At last we finally obtained a colour TV.
Mrs Fitzgerald-Clark has kindly come to help out on
Wednesday evenings by doing duty. We've had some inter
esting and varied Thursday morning meetings, taken mainly
by the girls. The 5th formers even ventured to light up
cigarettes and smoke them, and Miss Lemon didn't even
catch us! On midsummer night Miss Lemon took those
who wanted to go on d midnight walk. They walked for
'miles and had a great laugh.
On Hallow'een night the 5th formers stayed up and at
1 1 .30 pm we went around scaring the rest of the house.
When they were all scared enough we got them out of
bed and we had refreshments. It was great fun even though
we didn't manage to get Pam Marsh into a cold bath to
celebrate her birthday!

Finally, we were glad to continue our support, through
Oxfam, of a girl named Antonia who lives in British Guy
ana.

The Hill

Nansenite

Penn House

Nansen Boys

This year saw the resumption of weekly House Meet
ings. .Although our common room makes for rather cram
ped conditions, we have enjoyed a variety of approaches
and have been grateful to all who have contributed to these
occasions.

Martin Wilkinson - WHO? Yes, this is Martin Wilkinson.
At last our new assistant housemaster has arrived - was

Some repainting in the common room, kitchen and hall

The Autumn term saw a tremendous fund raising effort
and thanks to the generosity of all our parents and of the
Friends of Sib ford School we became the proud owners of
a BBC microcomputer and colour TV.

it Zimbabwe or was it Denmark? - no matter he was well
worth the wait. Our thanks go to Mike Finch, Mr Fitz
gerald-Clark and the other loyal Nansenites who helped out.

brightened the House considerably, and additional book
shelves in the Quiet room were much appreciated .

The Christmas party held in conjunction with the girls
again proved popular, although we needed the school hall
to accommodate our members. January 1 983 saw the arr
ival of the computer and this has proved a most popular

Shortly after Christmas the downstairs paintwork
turned blue to match our new blue tiles - we wont say who
chose the colour as David Batty-Smith has now left.

addition to our facilities.

We had mixed success in the field of sport, but held on
to a number of trophies including the much-acclaimed
Gilchrist Trophy for Chess.

Successes too have come our way during the year. The

Cup for Music won by our boys and girls and the new

badminton trophy found its first resting place in Penn.
The Cups in the showcase are a testimony to the efforts
of the House in a variety of inter-house competitions. Let
us hope that the new school year will prove as good a one
for Penn House.

The year ended on a high note with the presentation of
three engraved Fine Old English Pewter Tankards to our
outgoing officers David Batty-Smith, J ames Casey &

Rawle Adams and we hope to follow their fme example.

Shaun Haworth
Tim Briggs

Penman
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Badminton

weather was quite good, but the pitch had a layer of sand
on it which cut your legs when you were tackled. The
match was however good fun . Towards the end of the
. match it started to snow which gave us an advantage as
we had played in snow before but our opponents had not.

In January some first and second years played in a
badminton tournament at Dray ton school. Two mini buses
took 25 boys and girls. There were a lot of people and the
opponents were quite good.

We played boys and girls singles and doubles but we
did not play mixed. Sibford won several matches but did
not win any group out night.
Several weeks later there was an inter-house compet
ition where each house gained points for winning. Penn
managed to win by a large number of points. Thanks to
Miss Wilson and Mr Spring for running the club.
Simon Wollerton.

To the Malvems with Chris Wollerton
We left for the Malverns straight after meeting one
bright sunny Saturday. We reached the Malvern Hills, in
mid-morning, and went for a brief walk before lunch. After
wards we had the main walk of the weekend. Some of the
views were quite breathtaking. When we reached the end
of the outward journey it was rucksacks off for a moss
fight! We returned over the same ground and felt very tired
on reaching the mini bus we eventually found the Youth
Hostel and just had time to 'change before the evening
meal.

The rugby touring team in Jersey
Both teams were well matched. During the game tllree

of their players had to go off, injured but we suffered
only one injury. Eddie Inho twisted his foot. The final
score was 1 1-18 to them . After the match we had lunch

and then had the afternoon to do what we wanted. That
night we had a team talk, then we went and played on
the beach in the dark. The following day we played the
last match of the tour. It was against the Jersey team.
The pitch was in a very bad condition there was a thick
layer of ice on the ground. The weather was very cold
it was a job to keep warm. We had our photo taken by the
local newspaper. Several tries were disallowed, but Michael

We all slept well and were raring to go in the morning.
We walked the opposite way the following day. We all
felt a sense of achievement when we finally reached the
obelisk which had seemed so far away. The return trip
was highlighted by the section where we walked through
a deer park .

Hastings, Mathew Fell and Lee Atley played particularly

We walked around Great Malvern in one afternoon and .
then made the return journey to Sibford. We thanked
Miss Wilson and Mrs Chalmers for a great weekend.

well. The final score was 23-4 to them, Lee Atley scored
our only try .

After the match we had a ride around the island which
was good fun.
The following day we had to get up early to catch the
boat back to England.
The journey was very rough and quite a lot of people
felt sea sick. After dropping various people off at home

Rugby Tour

we finally arrived back at school at one in the morning.
Everyone enjoyed themselves and thanks must go to
Mr F oulds and Mr Charnock for all their hard work.

Mr Foulds and Mr Charnock arranged a rugby Tour to

Jersey in the first half of the Spring half term. A team
was made up from the 3rd and 4th years. We were then put
through physical torture by Mr Charnock and Mr Foulds!

Richard Aynes and Anthony Granville.

We had swimming and circuit-training on most mornings
at 6 .00 am.
We left on the Thursday just before half term, the
weather was bad. When we reached the ferry we were all in
a good mood. The ship was called the "Earl Granville" , but
it was not a very luxurious boat. We slept on the boat bec
ause the crossing took 9 hours and the sea was quite rough.

H

When we arrived in Jersey we found our bed and break

The Handwriting Club meets every Tuesday in the Re

fast place where we stayed for the next few days, and
at once we all fell asleep for 2 hours.

Medial Department. Mr Spring teaches the art of italic
handwriting to a small group , so this ensures individual
attention. The club began at the beginning of the Christ
mas Term, and new members are welcome, but not too
many! W"e practise using a range of nibs varying from
ordinary handwriting pens to thick felt markers. Several

We were taken on a tour of the island. When we retur
ned we had a meal and then went out for a walk around the
town.
The following morning we played our first match. The
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members of staff have been to both this and the Calli
graphy Club , and it has been an 'interesting' experience
to sit at a desk next to a teacher!
Adam Cockayne

Calligraphy Club started this term and meets on Tues

days between 4.15 and 5.30 pm, with Mrs Turburfield.
It takes place in the Remedial Department. Mr Spring also
h�s a separate class for handwriting, which runs at the
same times. An interesting talk by calligrapher George
Walker, was given to the club in the first half of term and
he demonstrated some of the techniques. For those who are
unsure as to the meaning of Calligraphy , the word means
'beautiful writing' and can be fine handwriting or a highly

Duke of Edinburgh expedition October 1 983.
and by nightfall that night everyone had arrived at their
bivouac, had cooked his evening meal and was in bed
writing a log of the day's events. Early the following morn

creative art form. Everyone is welcome to join!

ing the assessor arrived, and after a discussion of plans
for the day with Colonel Spring, each group set off to
complete the twenty-two mile trek. That afternoon Alan
and I picked up the footsore and weary groups at the

Claire Bateman

pr-arranged rendez-vous and returned to Sib ford.

The Duke of Edinburgh's Award Scheme

It is not always fully realised that the Duke of Edin

burgh's Award was set up to recognise personal endeavour,
progress and sustained interest in a range of various pur
suits, and it has been a pleasure to see Sibford children resp
onding to this kind · of challenge, for self-reliance and
motivation are essential features in the successful comp
letion of the course . At present, the minimum age for
starting the Award is fourteen, but discussion within the
School has suggested that we might instigate an intro
ductory scheme for the younger ones. Watch this space .

A year on, and a new patch of entrants have already em

barked on their Bronze Awards. This year over thirty
boys and girls have begun to follow the various elements
of the course . School sports clubs have accounted for most
of the physical recreation sections, with swimming, badmin
ton and squash proving the most popular.
Skills and hobbies which must be pursued for a mini:
mum of six months have ranged from goat-keeping to go
carting. Following the one hundred per cent success rate in

last years First Aid Course, Ron Hicks of the St John's
Ambulance Brigade has kindly agreed to run another this
year.

Mike Spring

BA NCOTE
ELECTRICAL LTD
252 WARW I C K ROAD
BAN B U RY, OXON.

E L ECTR I CAL CONTRACTORS
Final briefing for D. ofE. expedition on the Ridgeway.
.

WE U N D E RTAKE A L L

Due to my extra commitment in running Lister Boys'
House in Stuart's absence I was unable to run an exped
ition assessment last Summer term. It was therefore in the
first half of the Christmas term that Alan Fitzgerald
Clark and I took twelve boys away for a weekend's walk
ing on the Ridgeway. We spent the first night locally,
camping at a friends farm at Bodicote and then drove
down to Avebury and White Horse Hill where the three
. separate groups began their walks. Routes, campsites and ·
equipment had all been carefully planned in advance,

ASP ECTS O F E L ECTR I CAL WOR K
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T E L. B AN B U R Y 5 1 178
BYF I E LD 61 293

La tante has long since
Ieft le ja rd in.
;
.

bU I"t mmu.. p" .. n " -W h,n som, of us ",Ived at om
meeting place at the right time we found that two of our

group were missing - Sara and Anna, so Mr Rye and David
had to stay behind to wait. About two hours later they
arrived back at the school where we were just about to
leave for England.

To Paris in The autumn with - among others - Sacha
Lunn" Ann Lehmann and Sarah R ees.
On the 6 th October, Six fifth form pupils, Sara Rees,
Anna Lehmann, Sacha Lunn, Cathy Granville , William Ain
sHe and David Nicolas, accompanied by Mr Rye and Miss

We drove back across country and had our last meal in
France and then set sail from' Le Havre to England - arr
iving back at school about midday on the 1 Hh October.

Muir, left Sibford for Southampton to catch the over night
ferry to Le Havre. We arrived on the French Coast early
the next morning and drove to a village called B albec
to have breakfast, then we set off on our j ouney to the
suburbs of Paris, passing through many beautiful towns
and villages, the most memorable being Caudebec which
had to our amazement loudspeakers playing the French
radio in the street!

We all enjoyed our trip immensely and felt that we had

improved our French quite a lot and we all hoped that
one day we could go back again.
Sacha Lunn , Anna Lehmann, Sara Rees.

About five o'clock we arrived at our destination of
Notre Dame de Bury where we met our hosts who were all
very pleasant.

A nd to Boulogne with Clodagh G/aisyer and Louise
White.

The next morning, (Saturday) we met back at the school

to go by metro to the centre of Paris. First of all we went
to the beautiful Sacre Coeur, situated on a hill overlooking
Paris. Nearby there was a small square, called Place des
Ternes which was full of artists showing their pictures.
Many of us were asked if we'd like to have our portrait
done.

We set off at eight o 'clock bound for Dover. The coach
trip took four hours. We drove round Oxford, through
Lon<;lon and eventually reached the hoverport.

The journey on the hovercraft was short and we couldn't
see a thing out of the windows, but it was less rocky and
far quicker than a ferry .

We were then whisked away to the famous Arc de Trio

mphe and the Champs Elysees where we had lunch. We
covered many sights of Paris during the day - Place de
La Concorde , the Louvre (but not inside), Notre Dame
and the Georges Pompidou Centre.

Once we had arrived we climbed onto a bus which took

us into the centre of Boulogne where we decided that the
information office was where we would meet at five 0 '
clock.

The next day we went to the Palace . of Versailles where
we spent the whole day. It was all very beautiful espec
ially the gardens. Many of us at the end of the day went
into the town to find a 'radio road show' going on by
Europe 1.

The city was quite dirty but there were plenty of baker
ies and cake shops where pleasant smells could be found.

Plenty of souvenir shops caught our eyes and the markets
were in full colour.
Our French was not put to much use because everyone
we spoke to was either English or was a French person
trying to learn English.

, On our last day w e went t o the Eiffel Tower o r La Tour
Eiffel as they say in France from where we saw all the
places we had been to. A few of us suffered from vertigo.
After that we were let loose in Paris for the afternoon to

All too soon our time was up so we trudged back to the

information office and caught the bus back to the hover
port. We waited for about half an hour and wandered
round 'duty free' buying any chocolate and biscuits that
we could afford until the hovercraft came in sight.

We clambered onto the hovercraft and had virtually
fallen asleep in our seats when we reached Dover. Some of

us had to go through special passport zones while others
queued , but eventually we formed our group and took our
seats on the coach.

The journey back was quiet while people fell asleep or
talked about what had happened during the day. After
a good four hours we reached a somewhat sleepy Sibford
and just managed to slump into bed.
Clodagh Glaisyer and Louise White.
Paris October 1 983. The Sib/ord group with their French hosts
at Notre Dame de Bury
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The school committee and
tomorrow's Sibford
taken to computers, like ducks to water. They even play
games with the things.

Leslie Thomas, joint representative of old scholars on
School Committee, was at Sibford toward the end of the
Ha"od regime, preceded by his mother and an uncle in
the 1880s, and by two brothers a generation or two later.
J. T.H. said he was 'too reserved ' to make a journalist a warning often remembered - but that is what he became,
in pre-war Geneva, in the overseas and European news
divisions of the BBC and finally, after a brief skirmish with
farming, in agriculture. He therefore gathered no moss, but
a charming Norwegian wife, two sons - one in Oslo - and
a daughter.

The Committee.
In the Committee we've said goodbye to Ronald Robin
son and Brian Walker, with warm thanks for services well
rendered, and we've welcomed Cynthia Greenwood, head
of remedial education in a school at Tottenham, AIan
J ackson, an educational psychologist from Welwyn Garden
City , and Tony Yelloly of Fenny Compton, and Banbury
Meeting, who is involved in Friendly business in Birmingham.

Here is his Committee report for 1982-83:

Three personal impressions of the Committee at work:
of individual and corporate concern for the
welfare of the school; 2 . the great demands on the time and
thought of the chainnan - presently our own Phillip
Manasseh, assisted by another old scholar, David Saunderson,
as his vice-chainnan; 3. the invaluable contributions of Jim
Graham.

Over the past 12 months the Committee's collective
mind has been dominated by one concern: the future of
Sibford School. What kind of future? Everything we've
talked about relates in one way or another to that.

1. the reality

We've been groping towards, I believe, a re-definition of
old Sibford traditions - towards not back - a Sibford that
meets the needs of today and tomorrow as realistically as
the Sibford of 1 906 set about meeting the needs of yester
day. I believe the year now ending may well prove to be
the most seminal in the history of the school since those
early Harrod days.

Finance and Premises.
As you know, the Committee divides into two sub
committees, Finance and Premises, and Education, two

sides of one coin: the fonner serving the latter, and the
latter producing problems for the fonner.

But this is also supposed to be a review of the Commit
tee's year, and we'll start with that. To begin with:

We ought to look at one or two of them. Take the

The Open Day and Sib ford General Meeting. Experience
suggests that this is one divorce that the most devout
Quaker cannot greet with anything but enthusiasm. Last
Open Day was again an event of substance , with plenty of
evidence of vitality and creativity that must be cherished

campus: a tidy portmanteau word . Open the portamanteau ,

and you fmd a Pandora's box of maintenance problems:
buildings that began in the old Manor cradle - way beyond
the days when hungry men were hanged for stealing sheep and extending up here at The Hill to Nos. 1 and 2 Bursars'

and developed.

Place, the portakabin workshops of John and Mike. All
belong to their times; so do their upkeep and heating
problems. If we had the capital to bring the average of the
heating systems up to the level of the best, we could save
thousands on our heating bill alone , currently running at
about £80,000 a year. We haven 't got it, and for that same
reason non-urgent maintenance jobs have been put off from
year to year - and suddenly virtually the entire campus
demands urgent repainting and redecorating. Cheaper and
more efficient to add a painter and decorator to the staff.
It's a Forth Bridge job .

The fust General Meeting, in October, in retrospect,
seems rather like a good five - course meal with time to
eat only one. Obviously Sibford General Meeting is a
growth area, not least in the growing together of the
Sibford community and the wider community of owning
and supporting general meetings. 'Growing together' are
significant words this y.ear.
Then the tutorial system, introduced last year for the
first time as the classroom partner of pastoral care in the
houses: a very important innovation indeed. I feel the
Committee would say an honest end-of-term report would
be: 'This pupil shows promise'. It is, after all, about teach
ing children how to learn, and what's more important?

We may note here, b y the way , the Committee's recogni
tion of the work of Bill White, the maintenance foreman,
who has retired after 20 years of service to the school.
the school.

More demands on the remedial department have been
met by exchanging premises with the library, with help
from the invaluable Development Fund and £ 1 0,000 from
the School Fees Insurance Association - remedial taking
over the library and one adjoining room, and the library
coming down to earth near the dining room, thus bringing
the fuelling systems of mind and body into a closer relation
ship . Surely a civilised happening.

As J eanne said last year, Sibford suffers from a lack of
foundation capital. We live on two things: faith and fees.
Last year we finished up £2 ,500 on the right side of an
income of over £1 million . This year we look like having a

loss - on a bigger income and higher costs - several times
bigger than last year's profit, and we go into the new school

year rather light on boarding pupils. Most independent
schools are feeling the recession. Friends' schools, too, are
unhappily aware that more Friends want bigger bursaries.

The remedial department itself has received, with due

gratitude , a computer from the Save and Prosper Group.
Sibford is really into computers, and the Committee has
noted with pleasure the way in which the houses have

Our Joint Bursaries Scheme is stretched to its limit, placing
bigger burdens on the schools themselves, and at Sibford no
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Spirit through the individual conscience . We seek to pro
mote the spirit which takes away the occasion for all war.
Integrity must be the hallmark of our business enterprises.
- We share a belief that life is good and worth living to the
full:

less than eight per cent of fee income is accounted for by
bursaries. So fees have had to be increased by ten per cent
to £3960, day fees to half that figure, and new remedial
entrants will be asked for an extra £ 1 5 0 a term. That last
decision caused us some heart searching, but we must
remember that the remedial department needs a much
higher than average teaching ratio . There are, however,
more day pupils, which I find interesting, for day parents
surely are the people who live closest to the reputation of
the school.

'Life is good and worth living to the full' . That may be

our belief, but what of the young - and the older - un
employed? What do they believe?

So, how do we make life after Sibford 'good and worth
living to the full'? The physical side.

And before leaving finance we should note, with regret
and profound thanks, the decision of J 0 Sewell to step
down after eight years as treasurer. The Committee will say
'thank you' at the right time, but anything said or done will
be inadequate. But it is good to know that another Quaker
accountant, George Bunney , will replace him. George is a
member of Amersham Meeting and of the MCC - a good
all-rounder.

First, the Committee wanted an independent assessment

of the school as it is today, and we asked three Quaker
specialists in education, J anet Sewell, Kathleen King Harris
and Oscar Wallis, to look at Sib ford and tell us what they
found. This they did over three or four days last autumn.
There is time to quote only two of the major points in
their lively and perceptive report: the positive, was the
caring attitude of the staff, which contributed so much to
the atmosphere of friendliness and freedom which they
found outstanding; the negative , was-the appearance of
some gaps in the school's cultural life. Altogether, a happy
report which left , nevertheless, an impression that the
school lacked a clearly defined role.

Education.
Finance leads us into the last part of this report and into
Education, on which the fees depend. So much thought has
gone into our attemps to discern the new Sibford identity
that anything I say is bound to seem simplistic. But I feel
its something like this: what kind of society awaits our
children? What is the moral and spiritual climate of the
country , and what is the physical environment, the prospect

The

options.

There followed a day-long conference of Committee and
staff, a most valuable exercise in communication, especially
for the committee, and Jim Graham put before us for our
consideration three options for the future of Sibford:

for careers and so on?

To the first part of the question , the answer at best, I

suppose , is: it is a-moral. These days I often remember
the 20s and the 30s, when I was growing up - a process
which continues - the poverty, but also the human warmth,
in families, streets, neighbourhoods - and then I look at
today, the day of the social services, the caring mercena
ries as Katherine Whitehead called them, and I wonder if
we have not exchanged the material poverty of the 30s for
the spiritual poverty of the 80s. (I remember Mary Stott's
quote in The Guardian some time ago 'We've lost all fear of

1 . To become a dyslexic school, building on our reputa
tion for remedial teaching. Viable, but painful.
2. To pursue an academic course. Against our traditions.
3 . To become a school where - and I quote - "through

the medium of practical activity children are brought to
confidence in their abilities ". Confidence - how many
times in my own life I've believed it more important than
brains!

hell, and all hope of heaven').

Needless to say, the Committee unanimously agree to
the third option. Now we're not yet at the blueprint
stage. The headmaster and staff have an enormous task
before them, which will need much giving, and much
versatility , in the hope that a beginning can be made with
the intake of 1984.
As I understand it, the new curriculum would mean 60%
standard school work, and 40% practical activities, frequen

And on the physical side, technology has propelled us
into the post-industrial society long before we're ready. I'm
reminded of the late Lady Bonham Carter's story of an
expedition to the Himalayas when all their Sherpas sat
down half way up a mountain and announced there they
would stay for 24 hours, and when asked 'Why?' their
leader replied "Because we want to give our souls time to
catch up with us". The old Protestant work ethic is going
or gone , and only yesterday Len Murray of the TUC was
reported as seeing the future not in terms of full employ
ment any longer, but, seemingly, of full activity. But the
future is here. We're not prepared, and hundreds of thou
sands fear the loss of their self-respect and human dignity.

tely narrowing to specialist skills, in which the whole
campus will be seen as a teaching resource. Just where A

-

levels and more academic work will fit in I am not honestly
sure . But the 6th form will continue, and I can say , I think,
that the new Sib ford will throw off the straight jackets of.
GCE and CSE - which to so many children mean five
years of failure, and will move instead toward rewarding

So what kind of Sib ford do we need? Many years ago
the educationalist, the late Sir Michael Sadler, said "In the
�".lo()ls of the Society of Friends we feel the power of a
spi! . " tradition." First then comes the Quaker commit
men+
education. In one of his very valuable papers
pres,.;nted to us, Jim Graham put forward, from other
Quaker sources, five points which, I feel, embrace that
commitment. They're familiar, but I'll repeat them because
they are our starting point:

achievement in chosen activity or activities. No burning of
the books, mind you, more a change of emphasis. The
state schools have gone some way along this road of realism:
the independents have hardly moved, and this is Sibford's
opportunity. Many years ago, before the first world war,
Sibford found its way into Everyman's Encyclopaedia
because it found answers to questions, and an HMI at the
time said England needed "hundreds of schools like Sibford" .
In the independent sector, I believe, Sibford could repeat
that success. The Committee is 100 per cent behind the
headmaster.

We believe there is that of God in every man. We believe
that the only true guide in life is the prompting of the
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Graham Harold Trout of Astwood Bank, Worcs., died
peacefully after a short illness on January 24th, 1983, at
the age of 64.

One final word. At this turning point in the history of

Sibford, complete unity and belief in what we are d�ing is
absolutely essential at the centre: the staff - CommIttee
axis. So as of the coming term three members of staff, one
non-teaching, will join the head and first and second deputy

Wilfred Green died at the age of 7 1 on January 24th 1 983
at Tetbury, Glos. Wilfred, who was at Sibford School in the
twenties, was the quiet and courteous old scholar who ran
the Sibford Stores in the Ferris for most of his life where
his mother had run the village post office. During the war
he served in North Africa - his sister Joan carried on the
business - and after his return he married and built the
premises we know today. He retired to Tetbury with his
wife Rosemary and their two sons - David, who has taken
an engineering degree , and Phillip, who is in the ambulance
service, and living at Tetbury with Rosemary.

heads and the bursars, on the Committee as attenders, not
members (for ovious reasons). We welcome this strengthen
ing of relationships with the staff - communication again.
We welcome , too, the origin of the idea - a minute from
Warwick Stafford and Leicester general meetings, as one
more move in that 'growing together' of which I spoke
earlier. Other ideas are being dropped into the pool of co
operation, such as bringing more of the non-teaching staff
more into the life of the school , for that is the way Sibford
is moving.

Alice Green, Wilfred's mother, died nine months later on
September 6th. Everyone knew Alice . She had spent her
last years at Adderbury, and would have been 99 on Christ
mas Day.

And that's it - with a final work of thanks to John

Miller and Mike Finch and to you, old scholars, for making
possible these two years in such good company.

Others whom we remember, who died in 1 9 8 3 , include :
Hilda Hewitt (nee Angerson) who was at Sib ford in 1 9 1 6 ;
John Canham on January 2 1 st; Alice Rose, wife o f Robert,
on January 1 5th; Doris Barratt (nee Sandy); Dudley Rice;
and Edith Lamb , who died peacefully at Perth, Australia,
in her 97th year.

Obituaries
George William
Edwards

Marriages

George William Edwards of Hayes in Kent, a member of
the school committee for 35 years, a great friend of Sib ford
and of the SOSA - although he was not an old scholar died on December 27th in his 92nd year.

A correction. On 24. 1 0 .8 1 Fiona May Poulton of
Sibford married Stanley Miles Hook of Hook Norton.

Partly because of his extensive experience of the catering
business he gave the committee valuable service and cont
inued visiting Sib ford almost to the end. After the death
of his first wife he married Marjorie Simmons, whom many
old scholars will remember as the school matron. He had a
profound knowledge of London history - he was on the
list of official guides - and London was the subject of the
second of the Leslie Bailey lectures which he delivered
in 1978.

Births
O n 3rd January 1 983 t o Raymond and Margaret Shelley
(nee Smart), a son, who was named Martin Edward John.

'Hans Burg '

Winifred Littleboy

Sir John Burgh KCMG, CB, Director - General of the
British Council, who was at Sibford from 1 938 to 1 94 1 ,
reminds u s that he was then known as Hans Burg. "My
sister and I emigrated from Austria in 1938" he said
"and I subsequently anglicised my name." He went on to

M a rgaret Le Mare writes:

Winifred Littleboy, who died on November 8th, 1 983 ,
aged 95 , served on Sibford School Committee for 23 years.

the London School of Economics - he is a B .Sc (Econ.) where he was President of the Union in 1 949 .

She was first appointed in 1 943 and with her practical
common sense and her care for the individual she made a
valuable contribution at a time of great change and dev
elopment in the school.

During a high flying career in the Civil Service -

Private Secretary, Principal Private Secretary to various

Sibford has much to be grateful for to both Winifred
and Wilfred Littleboy.

Ministers of State in the Board of Trade, Colonial Office,
Economic Affairs and Employment - he became closely
involved in the arts, especially the affairs of the Royal

GeraId Michael Brown , aged 50, on February 28th, after a
heart attack. Gerald lived at 78 Harper Road, Oxford. He
had retired early to devote more time to writing and had
just fmished a book when his sudden death intervened.

Co-ordinating Committee and the R.S.A. In 1980 he
became Director-General of the British Council and a
Governer of the L.S .E.

Opera House, Covent Garden and the National Opera

Sir John married Ann Strange in 1 9 5 7 , they have two
daughters.

Beatrice Cemm (Dolly Herbert) the younger sister of
Roland Herbert, died on January 1 6th 1 9 8 3 , at St Laur
ence, Isle of Wight.
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Minutes of the SOSA
Annual General meeting.
Held at Sibford School on 27th August 1983 , with
the President lrene Coxon Smith in the chair, and 62 old
scholars present.

laughter, games and 'Rockets'. Sadly a few days later,
many of us met at Hanbury Hall near Worcester to pay
tribute to the late Graham Trout , whom we remembered
once again in March when we attended his last produc
tion of 'Iolanthe' at the Redditch Theatre.

In our silence we remembered the lives of: Lilly Baker
(nee Dowdell), Alice Rose , Beatrice Cemm, John
Canham, Graham Trout , Wilfred Green, Doris Barret
and John Rice .
Greetings were received from:
Dorothy and Martin Dodsworth, Duncan Crawford ,
Edna Lawrence, June Ellis, Geoffrey Noore , Olive
Walker, Marjorie and George Edwards, Constance
Cotterell, Howard Campion, Alice Green and Jennifer
Wilson.
1. The minu tes of the 1982 annual general meeting were
taken as read , adopted and signed by the President.
2. Matters arising: Geoffrey Long book prize .
The suggestion by Philip Manasseh that in memory of
Geoffrey Long a book prize be awarded to a scholar for
the best article or poem printed in the magazine was
agreed at the December committee meeting ; the value
of the prize being £10.00 and the scheme will operate
for 10 years, the judges being the President and the
magazine editors.

Margery Wells. Ethel Wright. Brlon Wright.
Godfrey Baseley David Stiles.

On a perfect spring day at the end of April we visited
Hugh and Daphne Maw for a walk through the fields and
woods of the Clent Hills, followed by high tea at the
Maws' home. Thank you Hugh and Daphne.

3. a) Open Day. The Headmaster has invited old scholars
to the Sibford School Open Day on June 23rd , 1984 ,
and it is hoped as many members as possible will attend.

Then there was more delightful hospitality in Septem
ber when we spent a day with Vaughan and Jeanne
Southam at their home at Nailsham near Bristol. A
glorious day, with thanks to Vaughan and J eanne.

b) Branch reports. London. (Alan Kidney).
This year has been a period of reconstruction for the
branch and various outings were arranged. Despite
relatively small numbers we enjoyed a party at Margaret
Fairnington's, a visit to the London Museum, and a trip
to Hampton Court followed by tea at the home of John
and Betty Thelton.

We are fortunate to have such a leader as Irene , and
so many kind folks who open their homes to us in such
hospitable ways and we thank them all.
4 . Treasurer's report.
John Miller presented his report together with the
S.O.S.A. audited accounts for the year ended 31st
December 1982 which were adopted by the meeting.
The Sibford School Old Scholars Bursary Fund was
discussed at length, the development of the fund
to date being considered rather disappointing and
the clear message from the floor was that considerable
efforts should be made to attract funds in order to
achieve a level at which bursary help might be given
and the fund begin to operate. Donations to the Bur
sary Fund should be sent to: Mr. John Miller, S.O.S.A.
Treasurer, Sibford School, Sibford Ferris, Nr. Banbury,
Oxfordshire.

c) Midlands branch report. (Barbara Seccombe Abercrombie and Irene Coxon Smith).
Excellent Christmas and New Year parties, the latter at
Selly Oak Meeting I!0use, a happy occasion of talk,

5 . School Committee representatives ' report.

An excellent report was given by Leslie Thomas.
6 . Headmaster's report.
As is now customary Jirn Graham invited questions from
the floor and he was' able to explain the approach the
School would like to adopt in order to produce perhaps
more confident and competent people. In view of the
likelihood of unemployment at various times in the
future it is perhaps important to break down the

Left foreground: Loraine Brown.
Right foreground: Phillip Manasseh.
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distinction between work and non-work - rather activity
and non-activity. Modern students will need a developed

School on show and no one could be anything but very
impressed . One would of course expect the School to look
at its best on such occasions, and it did, but perhaps more
. importantly to old scholars the atmosphere and feeling of
the place was, to the surprise of many of us, much as we
remembered it. I am sure many of us have a greater appre
ciation ·of the school today, its staff, pupils and its work as
a result of our visit in June. I hope we shall be invited
again next year and that more old scholars will make a
point of coming.

capacity to do practical things, to be more self-reliant
and the distinction between success and failure is
thought maybe to be too sharp. Examinations will
clearly continue to represent the currency for employ
ment but a major effort is being made to equip young
people better for today's economic environment.

It was a very interesting session and Jim Graham was
warmly thanked.

The annual cricket match marked the presentation for
the first time of the 'Sibford Ashes' and the trophy and urn

7. Elections ofPresidents and Vice-President 1 984.
The joint Presidents in 1984 are to be Robin and Kenneth

containing ashes from the Elm was presented by Mike

Greaves and the Association's Vice-President 1 984 is
Philip Manasseh.

Finch to the school captain, old scholars having lost. We
are grateful to David Foulds for the suggestion, and Frank
Rollett for acquiring, the urn and ashes. Copies of Bill
Frindal's score-card are available on request.

8 . Election of S.O.S.A. Committee members.
The following officers were elected : -

(a) Reunion Secretary: Simon Barfoot
( 1 . 1 .84 to 3 1 . 1 2 .86)
(b) Assistant Reunion Secretary: Jim Thelton

I do thank Jim Graham on behalf of the Association and
would make particular reference to George Gibson's excel
lent catering on the day. We do enjoy_the fullest co-opera
tion from the school and benefit hugely from it.

( 1 . 1 .84 to 3 1 . 1 2 .86)
(c) School Committee R epresentative: Leslie Thomas
( 1 . 1 .84 to 3 1 . 1 2 .87)
(d) Membership Secretary: Mike Finch

Leavers' barbecue

( 1 . 1 .84 to 3 1 . 1 2 .86)

(e) Ordinary committee members: Tom Rack and
lan Weatherhead ( 1 . 1 .84 to 3 1 . 1 2.86)
(t) Co-opted ordinary committee member:
Nigel Cooper ( 1 . 1 .84 to 3 1 . 1 2.86)
(g) Friends of Sibford School Representative.
Frank Rollett ( 1 . 1 .84 to 3 1 . 1 2.86)

It is customary towards the end of the school year for
your President to address the school leavers to encourage
them to join the Association. This is normally done form
ally at the school: a rather chilling experience that no one
particularly looks forward to or enjoys.
This year your committee decided to try an informal
get together with the leavers in the form of a barbecue at
the kind invitation of Vera and Frank Rollett. The evening
was most enjoyable, 25 leavers came along and seemed
very much to appreciate the approach made by the Associa
tion.

F ollowing some discussion it was agreed nomination
forms would go out with the Reunion programme in
1 984.
9. Forthcoming Dates

School leavers' barbecue : 1 9th May 1 984
School open day: 23rd June 1 984
August reunion: 25/26/27th August 1 984.

In view of the fact that many leavers go at half term
having completed their exams we propose holding a similar
event on Saturday May 19th next year to which all leavers
will be individually invited. Many thanks to Vera, Frank
and our President for all their work.

10. A. O.B.
The President was asked which room was now regard
ed as the Old Scholars' Room and it was agreed we
consider the New Library when the reorganisation
work is completed.

We have with us this weekend 12 helpers being le avers

Sections of the Old Elm are being 'seasoned' behind
the woodkeeper's shed and small pieces are available
for distribution to Old Scholars (contact Mike Finch).

and 6th form pupils and I hope they enj oy helping us over
the weekend. We are very grateful to them for coming and
I hope as many of you as possible will make them feel
welcome and comfortable amongst us.

The President extended the Association's grateful
thanks to the officers and the committee, the School
for all its support and hospitality and the invitation to
attend the School Open Day in 1 984.

I am pleased to have heard from a num ber of old scholars
this year, one of whom , Hugh Wallis, is here this weekend
with his family for the first time. Hugh confessed he had
always meant to join and come back to the School and

until now had never got around to it: there must be many
like him and we look forward to hearing from them.

There being no other business the meeting closed at
6 .5 5 pm.

Our membership secretary Grace Beckerlegge is retiring
this year and I am sure we are all very grateful for her
splendid contribution over the past six years.

The Secretary's report.
I am very pleased to report on a most enjoyable year for
the Association , especially for your committee with no
unpleasant or difficult matters to consider nor tasks to
perform: a very nice year to be in office.

This reunion's programme does contain a few changes
and your reunion sub-committee do hope you will all
enjoy the weekend. Whilst not seeking to make changes
for the sake of change should anyone have any sugges
tions they wish to make, Simon Barfoot would be pleased
to discuss them informally.

Last year at this meeting we agreed to suspend the day
reunion for one year in favour of a spontaneous invitation
from the Headmaster to old scholars to attend the School
Open Day on June 25th.

Anoth�r person purporting to be retiring this year is
Russell Steed. There can be few people in the Association

In superb weather those of us who came experienced the
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who have not witnessed and enjoyed the results of Russell's
marvellous work and I ask you all to show your apprecia
tion in the usual manner.

stands at £305.

I am sure we all agree on the excellence of the new
magazine. There can be no doubting the value of a
combining school and old scholars' interests.

The market value of the Association's investments as at
28th February 1 983 amounted to £3,8 1 5 against a pur
chase price as shown in the balance sheet of £2,99 1 . The
valuation was carried out by our bankers Lloyds Bank Ltd.
Although, strictly, this is a report on the finances of
the Association up to December 3 1 st 1982, you will wish
to know the position at present. The balances are as
follows : -

Schedule of investments

The branches continue in the midlands and London and

we !lre grateful to Irene Coxon-Smith and particularly
Margaret Fairnington and Allan Kidney who are trying to
re-establish and strengthen the London branch.

Current account £632 .92 .

As agreed at the last AGM the Elm has been felled , and
most of the wood sold for £200.00, and the donated
Grpene Veld elms were planted last Autumn and are doing
well.

Leslie B aily Fund £3 1 6 .29.

Deposit account £ 1 ,99 1 .04.

Included in the balance of £632.92 is the sum of £300
in respect of 3 x £ 1 00 life membership subscriptions, and
which, under your constitution must be invested. Omitting
this and the Leslie Baily Fund, the cash resources to-date
are £2,323 approximately. It is difficult to estimate income
and expenditure for the rest of the financial year, but
allowing £800 for the net production costs of the magazine,
£200 for other expenditure and keeping a cash balance in
hand of say £700, one could hope to finance some project
for the school of £600. We should, however, not lose sight
of the fact that we are looking into the question of putting
Old Scholars records on word processing, which will incur
an initial cost of approximately £400.

Leslie Baily Lecture.
Next year's lecture will be by Loraine Brown, and we

thank Frank Rollett as Chairman of the organising group.
I would also welcome our school committee guest for
the weekend Cynthia Greenwood.

I make no reference to accounts other than to say that
the Committee have agreed to give £200.00 to the school
towards the cost of new stage curtains to be raised through
the sponsored walk tomorrow. Given a shortfall the balance
will be provided from the General Fund.
The Mabel Harrod Bursary Fund currently has £50.00
available for distribution to assist pupils with international
travel and I understand this may soon be taken up. The
trustees Martin Dodsworth, Alfred Holland, Ina Lamb and
Elsie Mitchell are currently considering the Fund's general
position and will report to Old Scholars in due course.

.

Sibford Old Scholars' Bursary Fund
,

The balance of the fund today stands at £ 1 ,607. As
agreed, the fund is part of Sibford School's investments
and will appear on it's balance sheet as such. £ 1 ,400 has
been invested in National Saving B ank Investments Account,
and £207 on deposit at B arclays B ank Limited. Interest
earned will be paid into the deposit account until such
time as it is required to meet � bursary request. At pre
sent, the interest rate on the investments is 1 1% per annum.
Although £ 1 ,607 is a useful sum to start a fund off with,
your treasurer feels a certain disappOintment at the res
ponse of the members to the fund . A breakdown of dona

Lastly may I thank the committee for their work and
support particularly the retiring members and encourage
those of you feel they would like to stand for the various
offices and help with the formal running of the Association.

Treasurer's report. John Miller.

tions to the fund is shown below.

Balance sheet

Contrlbutiop from Association's funds

A small reduction in the value of the assets amounting
to £2 1 1 is shown. Sundry debtors of £243 refer to amounts
for advertising in the magazine not paid by the end of the
year, and sundry credioors of £202 represents the balance
not yet spent by the school on the gift to the Duke of
Edinburgh's Award Scheme.

Donations 1 @ £700
1 @ £ 1 00
2 @ £25

750

Total

857
£ 1 ,607

It is, perhaps early days in which to judge whether the

Income and expenditure account

scheme is a failure or not; and it may well be that old
scholars are waiting to see if the scheme gets off the ground
before contributing. Also perhaps, with fees approaching
£4,000 per annum, old scholars may feel that they cannot
possibly contribute sufficiently to help fmance fees of this
magnitude. I would however, assure old scholars, that a
bursary grant of £400 or £500 per year can make all the

The year shows a loss of £200 but this has been brought
about by the contribution of £7 50 made to the bursary
fund, and the gift of £500 made to the school for the Duke

of Edinburgh's Award Scheme. The cost of the magazine
was £228 less this year due to additional advertising, but
postage and stationery has risen by £ 1 09 . This reflects
the cost of posting reunion programmes £68 and magazine
£ 198. Income rose by £ 1 , 1 24, a major part being £725 for
the Bursary Fund and £200 from the sale of Sibford Elm.

difference to a parent deciding whether or not they can
afford to send their child to Sibford. The setting up of a
bursary fund to help old scholar parents to send their
children to Sibford School has always been very important

Leslie Baily Memorial Fund

to the treasurer, and also, he hopes, to members of the
Association.

The contribution from Sibford Old Scholars' Association
was made for the year and the balance of the account now

Note: For details of the accounts see the end page.
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and General Securities

BALANCE SHEET AS AT 3 1ST DECEMBER 1982

£646.28

£ 1 005.00

25p

£ 145.41

£456.00

£ 1 90

Globe Investment 25p

£ 1 20.33

£322 .00

£ 300

Electra Investment 25p

Income Units)
1981

1980

45

45

£426

FIXED ASSETS
Land at Elm
A SSETS OF SPECIFIC FUNDS
Quoted Investments (Cost)
Leslie Baily Memorial Fund

299 1

299 1

305

256

General Investors Trustee Ltd

£23 1 .00

£2990.91

£ 38 1 5 .00

Audited and found correct. M. Blythe

CURRENT ASSETS
Sundry Debtors

243

Less Sundry Creditors

202

SOSA Officers
41

Cash a t Bank

1082

1 378

Cash in Hand
£4464

1983: Irene Coxon-Smith
1983: Kenneth & Robin Greaves

President

5

Vice-Presidents

£4675

Paul Frampton, Manor Farm,

General secretary
(to 3 1 . 1 2.84)

REPRESENTED B Y
Accumulated Fund

1495

1695

Life Membership

2414

24 1 4

Horsington , Templecombe,
Somerset BA8 OEB. (0963-70366).
John Miller, Sibford School, Banbury,

Treasurer
(to 3 1 . 1 2.85)

Recent Leavers Membership

250

310

Leslie Baily Fund

305

25 6

A ss. treasurer/membership

£4464

£4675

secretary (to 3 1 . 1 2.83)

Oxon. (0295 -7944 1).
Grace Beckerlegge, 'Standswell',
Kempsford Road, Whelford,
Fairford, Glos. G27 4DZ.

INCOME & EXPENDITURE

(0285 -7 1 2069).

1 982

1 98 1

72

85

1063

996

Investment Income

206

204

Runion

1 66

257

Bank Interest

180

146

Simon Barfoot, 1 6 Campion Court,

Reunion secretary
(to 3 1 . 1 2 .86)

INCOME
Donations
Subscriptions

Bursary Fund

725

Sale of Sibford Elm

200

Loss for Year

Bellinge, Northamptonshire
NN3 4BW. (0604-4 1 3052).
Russell Steed , 3 7 High Brink Road,

Ass. reunion secretary

Coleshill, Nr. Birmingham,

(to 3 1 . 1 2.83)

B46 I BH . (0675 -625 43).
Norman Coxon, The Carrier's Cottage,

R egistrar of births,

Burdrop, Sibford Gower, Banbury,

marriages and deaths

Oxon. (0295-7 8 3 1 7) .

200
£28 1 2

£ 1 688

N et cost of Magazine

514

742

Postage and Stationery

267

158

Travelling and Secretarial Expenses

5

13

General Expenses

6

22

Bank Charges

3

2

25

75

Leslie Thomas, The Barn House,

Magazine editor

Horley, Nr. Banbury, Oxon.

(to 3 1 . 1 2.84)

(0295 -73205 ).

EXPENDITURE

Contribution to Leslie Baily Fund

Local Branch Secretaries:
Irene Coxon-Smith, 37 Redditch Road,

Midland

Stoke Heath, Bromsgrove, Worcs.
(05 27-31857).
AlIan Kidney, 7 Longcroft Lane,

London joint secretaries

Welwyn Garden City, Herts.
(07073-28087 ) .

Gift to School re Duke of Edinburgh
Award

Margaret Fairnington, 140 Fellows'

500

Sibford Old Scholars Bursary Fund

Road, London NW3.

1475

(01-586-3623).

Contribution to Presentation to

£28 1 2

£ 1 688

(0295 -78309).

24

Marion Higgins (to 3 1 . 1 2.83)

representatives
General committee members

£305
Balance to End 3 1 /1 2/82

Stuart Hedley (to 3 1 . 1 2.83)

School staff

256

Bank Interest

Gower, NI. Banbury, Oxon.

representative

LESLlE BAILY MEMORIAL FUND

25

Frank Rollett, GrasshoIm, Sibford

Friends of Sibford School

Note: The 'loss' includes the donation of £ 750 towards the
establishment of a bursary fund.

Balance brought forward 1 / 1 /8 2

Leslie Thomas (to 3 1 . 1 2.87)

representatives

676

Contribution from S.O.S.A. a/c

Jeanne Southam (to 3 1 . 1 2 .85 )

School committee

17

A and M Dring
Surplus for Year

305

To 3 1 . 1 2.8 3

Nicholas Bennett

To 3 1 . 1 2 .84

Leslie Harrison

To 3 1 .1 2.85

Julia Walton

Hon. auditor

£305

representatives
Friends of Sibford School

SCHEDULE OF INVESTMENTS

representatives

AT 28.2.1983

& Helen C. Smith
& Edwena Bezant

& Jim Thelton

Margaret Blythe
Leslie Thomas (to 3 1 . 1 2.87)
Frank Rollet, Grassholm, Sibford
Gower, Nr. Banbury, Oxon.
(0295-78 309).

Purchase

Price

Market

School staff

Value

£ 1 35 9

Treasury 10'1,% 1 999

£ 1 l 89.02

£ 1 3 3 1 .00

£227

Treasury 1 0%% 1999

£200.55

£223 .00

£650

3%% Conversion Stock

£602.32

£247 .00

£830

£87 .00

representativei

Stuart Hedley (to 3 1 . 1 2.83)
Marion Higgins (to 3 1 . 1 2.83)

General committee members

Barbican Investment Fund Income
Units (Now known as Transatlantic

To 3 1 . 1 2 .8 3

Nicholas Bennett

To 3 1 . 1 2 .84

Leslie Harrison

To 3 1 .1 2.85

Julia Walton

Hon auditor
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& Helen C . Smith
& Edwena Bezant

& Jim Thelton

Margaret Blythe

Among those present at the 1983 Reunion were:
Dorothy Angerson, Naomi Alexander, Barbara Abercrombie, Grace Alien, Lorraine &

John Haddleton, Harriet Jones , Frank Kay, Alan & Katherine Kidney , Ross, Elizabeth &

Philip Brown, Bernard Blunso m , Grace & Philip Beckerlegge, Simon Barfoot, Andrew Butt,

Oliver Kinnear, Jean & Alan Little, Chris & Grace Little, Dianna Lloyd Hywel & Owen &

Nick Bennett, Vera & Reg Brown, Sally Berry, Godfrey Baseley, John Baseley, Rosemary

Family, Geofrey & Kay Lowe, Enid, Arnold & Colin Lamb, Margaret Le M are, Kate Long,

Berrington, Ann Brown, Nick Briggs , Raymond Bond, Margaret Baily, Barbara Crozier,

John Long, Jean Morley, John McCullum , Pearl Mayo, Christine Medlicote, Daphne Maw,

Patrick Claycey, Ivor Crook, Alan Cordy, M arjorie & Horman Coxon, M argaret & Clem

Mary M ascaro, Jean Moore, Rosamund & Phillip Morris, Philip & J anet Manasseh, Jean Mills,

Cox, Irene Coxon - Smith, Nigel Cooper, Sally & Tom Clayton, Yvonne Crook, Helen &

Edith & John Miller, Jean & John Osborne, Wilfred & Mabel Pollard, Robert Rose, Harold

Jonnie Doyle, Olive Daily, Arnold & M argaret Darlington, Mary Elwich, Alister Eastland,

Rose, Eleri, M ario Ricci & Family, Gwen Rowntree, Vera & Frank Rollett, Mavis & David

A m anda Endersby , Ruth & Paul, Charles & Harriet Frampton, Marjorie & J onas Fielding,

Styles, Jean South a m , Janet Sewell, Jim & Joan Shields, Russell Stead, David Carlton -

Mike & Andrew Finch , Margaret Fairnington, Ruth Fletcher, May Flinn, Robin & Kenneth

Smith, Winifred Stewart, Betty, John, & Jim Thelton, Leslie Thomas, Michael Van Blank

Greaves , Jim , Maureen & Pippa Grah a m , Pat & Chris Grimes Michael & Nicola & Family,

enstein, Rachel Vaughan, Ian Weatherhead & Family, Margaret Willia ms, Marjorie Wells ,

Miria m Guest, Philippa Gillett, Cynthia Greenwood, Judy Greenhill, Violet Harris, John

Brian & Ethel Wright, Hugh Wallace, Lilian Ward, Marjorie Young.

Hughes, Arthur Harrison, Leslie Harrison, David Hill & Family, Brian & Pauline Hooper

B/White copies, 1 0 " x 8", can be order from Frank Rollett, Grassholm, Sibford Gower, at £1 each plus postage.

